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BRIDGET RYDER
Staff Writer

Find your lost items at the
lost and Found
See Features, page 6

WWH gets the Tarantino
treatment: glorious,
gorious, and slick
See Film, page 18

Health care patch or
shouting match?

University of MissouriSt. Louis Chancellor Tom
George and his wife, Dr.
Barbara Harbach l Professor of Music at UM - St.
Louis are making a $2 million gift to the College of
Fine Arts and Communication. The money will be
used to establish an endowment that will help to fund
the Women in the Arts
program.
"It stems from a lifelong interest in women
in the arts," Harbach said
regarding the reason for
making the donation. Ac-

cording to Chancellor
George, he and Harbach
regularly give to UM - St.
Louis as well as to charitable organizations, although not in amounts
of this scale. Chancellor
George and Harbach chose
to make this donation just
as UM.t - St. Louis' capital
campaign is heading into
its public phase.
"1 can't go asking people
for money if I don't give
money myself," Chancellor George said.
Choosing
to
make
the donation to fund the
Women in the Arts program coincides with Harbach's passion as well.

Harbach earned her doctorate in music in 1981 and
noted ~hat over the duration of her studies only
one women composer,
Clam Schuman, was mentioned. She realized how
neglected the accomplishments of women both past
and present have been.
In an effort to make
the accomplishments of
women artists more widely recognized, Harbach
began the Women in the
Arts program during the
2004-2005 academic year.
Activities included a symposium and a concert by
the St. Louis Symphony
featuring solely the works

of women composers.
The W omen- in the
Arts program then went
on hiatus until it was reestablished in 2008. Last
year, the program took
"Booth," an onginal musical composed by UM - St.
Louis faculty including
Harbach, to New York.
This year the Women in
the Arts program will be
presenting its first opera,
"0, Pioneers," October
9th and 10th at the Touhill
Performing Arts Center.
In the future, Harbach
plans to have lectures on
historical women creators,
film screenings, poetry
readings and art exhibits.

She also hopes to establish a resource center
and library of Women in
the Arts that ·~rin become
a place for scholars to do
research. The goal of the
women in the Arts program is to make the work
and influence of women
artists more widely known
and to give encouragement
to women creators of today.
According to John Hylton, dean of the College of
Fine Arts and Communication, Women in the Arts
has thus far been funded
by COIDmunity donations.
Read more at
www.thecurrentonline.com

See Opinions, page 22
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Orientation welcomes new students to campus
And MW

KhooI was ill

~
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Comics, puzzles and
horoscopes!
See Comics & Puzzles, page 27
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New student orientation is a
three part organizational effort
conducted by the Center of Student Success (CSS), the Welcome
Center, and University Admissions. It takes place each year directly before the commencement
of the fall semester.
.
Drew Griffin, Associate Director of Admissions at the University of Missouri St. Louis, was one
overse.er of this year's orientation
that took place in the Millennium
Student Center (:MSC).
< The Center for Student Success is there to support and help

students out, and the Welcome
Center is basically the front door
of the University," Griffin said.
Admissions plays its own role in
the orientation process.
"Some of these students are still
in the decision process,...' Griffin
said.
In order to assist still-unregistered students in their decision
process, University Admissions
offers sessions for students with
University advisors. Such sessions are also ayailable for all new
students during orientation, the
main portion of which consists of
a we b of tours around campus.
Read more at
www.thecurrentonl1ne.com
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Tour guides lead students and parents through campus.
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Students eager for greener prattites on tampus
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• JASON BECKRING
Staff Writer

Civilizations all across
the globe have gradually
begun to assemble their
cultures in a march towards
ecological liberation.
The world has been
inundated with .information and technology in an
effort to educate, lllSptre
and transform the consumer populace. The me~
dia, Hollywood, Capitol
Hill, multi-million dollar
conglomerates, .local governments and even the
hometown grocery store
have all joined the march.
Television programs, legislation, cleaning products,
recycle programs and reusable grocery bags are only a
few that have been awarded

to the world from this new
found green revolution.
N ow two students from
the University of MissouriSt. Louis are making their
own contribution.
In addition to the nu~
merous traditions that currently exist on campus, juniors Stephanie McDonald
and Kristen Deason of the
Ecology Honors College
are proposing another addition to UM-St. Louis in
order to make the grounds
more "eco-friendly." McDonald explains that during the research of a class
project she and Deason
stumbled upon the idea to
turn the entrance to South
Campus into a prairie, including "wild flowers and
things like that."
Mcdonald went on to

explain -t hat the project
would most' likely begin
in the spring and that the
Honors Ecology students
would begin collecting
seeds in the fall.
Deason explains that this
project would be a beneficial addition to .t he 'campus .
both economically and ecologically.
A wildflower meadow
would help prevent soil
erOSIOn, It would save
$5000 a year by not having
to mow or do landscaping,"
Deason said, "and there are
rumors of a new 'green'
nursing building that might
be built next to it that
would tie right in."
Dean Bob Bliss of the
Pierre Laclede Honors College adds that t~e new addition would also ~provide a
ct

great natural beauty ~ well
as a natural environment
for local wildlife."
The students explained
that they had proposed
this idea to UM- St. Louis
Chancellor Tom George
and the proposal had been
warmly received. Deason
stated there would be another presentation at the
start of the school year to
the Fiscal Facilities Committee.
Currently UM-St. Louis
has already instituted many
green practices across the
campus. The University's
Environmental Health and
Safety Department oversees The Green Campus
Initiative.
Read more at
wwvv.thecurrentonline.com

Mind of Peace travels to Middle East
• CATE MARQUIS
A&E Editor

Last winter, an experiment in peacemaking between Israel and Palestine
began on the University of
Missouri St. Louis campus.
Since then, Dr. Sapir Handelman moved the Mind of
Peace Experiment, a model
for negotiating in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict,
to another U.S. uIDv-ersity
campus even to Israel itself.
"The Mind of Peace
Experiment was an informative program that gave
participants and observers
a unique opportunity to
explore the process of, and
the difficulties encountered
in, negotiating for peace,"
Terry Williams, Center for
International Studies said.
The Center for International Studies sponsored
the two different M.O.P.E
sessions at UM-St. Louis.

"It was an impressive experience observing the hard
work and genuine commitment of the negotiators,".
Williams said "one felt joy
at every advance and sorrow at every obstacle that
couldn't be overcome."
Robert Bauman, assistant director of the Center
for International Studies,
was also involved in the experiment on campus.
"This project developed
out of a talk (Handelman)
gave at UMSL on Septem-:ber '25, 2008 on 'Conflict
and Peacemaking: The Palestinian-Israeli Struggle,"
he said. "Sapir was on campus last year as the holder
of the Lentz Fellowship in
Peace and Conflict Resolution Research ... "
"In the talk Sapir advocated the creation of a
public assembly that would
be a forum for resolution
of the conflict," Baumann

MATTHEW Hill/THE CURRENT
The moderators of M.O.P.E., Sapir Handelman from Israel (right)
and Mazen Badra from Palestine (left) conducting the signing
ceremony F®. 1 at UM-St. louis.

said. "My understanding
is that after the talk some
members of the audience
encouraged him to experiment with a public forum in St. Louis and that led
him to associate with Mazen Badra and conduct the
first M.O.P.E. here."
There were two sessions
on campus, one in late 2008

and the other earlier this
year. Handelman, an Israeli, needed a co-moderator
and organizer to help with
the Palestinian side. He
found that collaborator in
Professor Mazen Badra, a
Palestinian on the Webster
University faculty.
See MIND OF PEACE, page 3
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UM -St. Louis helps pump
life into the community
• JASON BECKRING
Staff Writer

University of MissouriSt. Louis offers numerous
programs that community
members can participate in
and a plethora of volunteer
opportunities as well. The
Community Chorus brings
the public and students tagether in song. The UM-St.
Louis Continuing Education Department is the hub
for many opportunities designed to help solve problems that exist within the
community. Some of the
programs offered are The
Neighborhood Leadership
Academy, which according to the website, strives
to .. connect resources at the
university," The Community Partnership Program,
The Non-Profit Manage-

ment and Leadership Program, and University extenslon.
The Community Panner Program hosts services
in the vein of The Brown
Bag Series, which brings
students and community
members together to discuss issues in the area. Previous discussions were held
in April and focused on
community gardens and
the detrimental role that
they played. Further interaction can be found in the
Seminar Series, wh.ich will
have its first series this fall.
Another program soon
to be offered will begin
on Thursday September
24. Here, the Empowering
Young Women Confe-rence
will ascend upon the campus. This is when the Empowering Young Women's

program will have its "preconference." According to
the website the conference
is supposed to "empower
young women" and to inspire them to maxuruze
their opportunities. The
conferences are created for
junior high to high school
age girls and will be held
several times throughout
the academic year.
In addition, UM-St.
Louis broadens it contribution of support by- aiding fellow educators that
inhabit the metropolitan
area. ' Last week, Saturday .
August 14r h, The Continuing Education Department
hosted The Teacher Assistance Program and invited
first through fourth year
teachers.
Read more at
www.thecurrentonline.com

UM-St. Louis' International Business
program named to Top 20
On Friday August 21, 2009, U.S.
News and World Report magazine released their annual list of top U.S. University programs. This list, the 2010
edition, includes The University of Missouri, St. Louis' International Business
Program, which ranked number . 15.
This ranking represents UM-St. Louis'
seventh year in a top 20 position in the
U.S. News and World Report,'s list.
UM-St. .Louis' International Business
Program is also celebrating its ten year
anniversary as it was formed as a collaboration between the College of Business
Institute and the Pierre Laclede Honors
College in 1999.
,
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"
Journalism
is t he ability to meet
the challenge of
filling space"
-Rebecca West
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CORRECTIONS
The Current regrets that sometimes in
the making of our making ofthis publication, we make mistakes. W1Jat we do not
regret is correcting our mistakes. Please let
us know of any corrections that need to
be made.
On page 6 of the August 24, 2009 issue, Sofi Seck was credited for the photo
of the University Meadows apartment.
The photo should have been credit to
Ahmad Aljuryyed, a staff photographer
for The Current.
On page 6 of the August 24, 2009
issue, Brian Craycraft was credited for
the article "To live or not to live ... campus, housing." The article should have
been credited to Sequita Bean, Assistant
Features Editor for The Current.
On page 12 of the August 24, 2009 issue, Mark Webber was credited for the
article "Suicide prevention on campus."
The article should have been credited
to Heather Poss, a staff writer for The
Current.
To report. any corrections, please contact The Current at 314--516-5174 or by
e·mail at thecurrenttips@lIms1.edu. You
can also stop by our offices, located at 388
Millennium Student Center.

MIND OF PEACE, from page 2
Mazen Badra shares permit. In addition, it was
Handelman's commitment very difficult to find Palesto peace and said that he. tinians who are willing to
speaks about his experience participate," Handelman
with the M.O.P.E. whenev- said.
Despite not traveling to
er he can. This past Sunday
he was the fearured speaker Jerusalem, Badra said he
on the peace experiment at still tried to help by sendthe Ethical Society_
ing a list of possible partici"It is .eXtremely difficult pants to Handelman.
"Finally, I was notified
to organize rhe Milld of
Peace Experiment in Israeli that there is going to be a
Palestine, " S1lpir Handel- Palestinian delegation and
man said. "There is no free we planned to do the exmovement for Israelis and periment this [past] weekPalestinians. We decided to end [at] the Golden Walls
do the experiment in East Hotel, East Jerusalem, "
Jerusalem where Israelis Handelman . said. "There
and certain Palestinians can was a lot of interest in the
meet."
'Mind of Peace.' The ini"The intention was to tiative was translated to
bring Mazen Badra as a Arabic for the Arab-Israeli
co-moderator. However, national radio station and
it turns out that bringing reporters decided to come
Mazen to East Jerusalein to the eA'Periment."
"Unfortunately,
two
probably requires special

hours before the show was
supposed to begin the Palest:inians decided that they
are not ready to do it. We
decided to postpone the
event to January " Handelman said.
Alth(;)Ugh Handelman
will return to the U.S. to
teach at a universit:y in Detroit this fall his effons for
the session v; ill continue.
"The Israeli delegation
includes a parent that lost
his daughter in a terrorist
arrack '" inside Israel," he
said. "He and his wife decided to devote their life to
peace. They are determined
to do the '~lind of Peace'
... in January. They are using all of their influence to
motivate the Palestinians
to come with a serious and
well prepared delegation."

Check out www.thecurrentonline.com for exte
eel ·verslons. of articles and web-exclusive co t nt
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Now that we'v~ asked you,
it's your turn 'to asl< us!
www.thecurrentonline.com thecurrent@umsl.edu

U DERC RRENT

POLL

Legislators want to allow students to
carry concealed weapons on university
campuses. What do you think?

What do you think of the current health care system?
It's just fine the way it is

"Allowing students
to carry guns would
make me feel more
unsafe. It seems like
it would promote
violence."

It's a failed system that
needs to be reformed
It's not perfect; but no
heath care system is
Could care less about what
system we have, I just
want to be covered

Jalisa Stewart
Freshman
Civil Engineering

This week:

"There are a lot of
unstable students.
Allowing them to carry guns would hurt
more people than it
would protect."
Belicia Beck
Freshman
Theater and Dance

Where did you buy your
text books this year?
Answer at
www.thecurrentonline .com

Visit us online at www.thecurrentonline.com
"I wouldn't feel safe.
I don't know why
students would need
to carry guns on tampus."
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Monica Perez
Senior
Spanish
"I think it is absolutely ridiculous and
not a good idea.
People don't need
to be carrying guns
anyway!"

Brad Miller
Sophomore·
Political Science

"It should be banned.
It would be really
dangerous and who
knows what could
happen,"

Bang Nguyen
Senior
Business Administration

What about you? Sound off at
www.thecurrentonline.com
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Passing Bad Checks - University Bookstore
A female student and suspect passed a total of 5 checks at the bookstore in the amount over
$ 3,000.00 dollars during the course of the last week. Once the bookstore realized that the
checks were written on a closed account, they notified the .UMSl Police. On Saturday 8-15,
the suspect returned to the Bookstore in another attempt to pass a bad check, and was detained by the employees until the Police arrived. The suspect was arrested and brought to the
Police Station where she was properly booked and processed for Felony Passing Bad checks.
The suspect admitted to knowingly passing the checks in order to help support a drug habit.
She was referred to Student Affairs, for an immediate termination of her student status, and
she was kicked out of the University. This matter will be referred to the St Louis County
Prosecutrng Attorney's office for the issuance of warrants.

ScaturClav

AUGtr

T 15,2009

Stealing Under $500.00 - Parking Lot C
Sometime between 8:00 AM and 3:00 PM person(s) unknown removed the catalytic converter
from under the victim's vehicle while it was parked In Parking Lot C.
There are no suspects in this incident.

Drug Violation - Oak Hall
About 10:00 PM The UMSL Police were called to Oak Hall on a matter of Drug violation, and
while at the apartment discovered Marijuana paraphernalia. The RA's on duty reported smelling smoke resembling marijuana coming from the apartment, and when they entered t~ey saw
numerous rule violations including a marijuana pipe. The RA's called the UMSL Police, and they
responded and took possession of the illegal items. The occupant was not home at the time,
and will be interviewed at a later date. This report is being sent to Student Affairs for review,
and possible criminal charges will follow after interviewing the suspect.

Stealing Under $500.00 - Parking Lot W
Two vehicles were entered and items stolen sometime between 9:00 AM and 2:00 PM. One vehicle had its wi-ndow busted out and the stereoICD Player stolen from inside. The other vehicle
was left unlocked and the windows down, so the suspect(s) simply entered the vehicle and
stole the stereolCD Player from inside. The UMSL Police are still trying to narrow down the time
frame of occurrence in an attempt to find witnesses and possible suspect(s). It is believed that
this crime occurred in the later afternoon hours, as two groups of young juvenjle were seen
walking in the area and on the parking lots after getting off of school near the victims vehicles.

afurdav, AUGt: ST 15, 2 00 9
Domestic Disturbance/Property Damage - Normandy Trace Drive
(Mansion Hill Condos)
The victim and her boyfriend got into a disturbance and the boyfriend left the area. He returned
a short time later and was refused entry back into the apartment. The viqim advised that the
boyfriend went to the glass sliding door and broke it, before fleeing the area. The UMSL Police
arrived and could not locate the suspect. The suspect was entered into the computer system as
wanted in connection to this offense,. and will be interviewed after he is arrested.

l1ST 1 ,2009

I

' ST 22. 2009

Property Damage - Fine Arts
Sometime during the day person(s) unknown broke out two large glass panels to the shuttle
stop at the Fine Arts Building. l!lere are no suspects in this incident.

Remember that crime prevention is a community effort, and anyone having information concerning these, or any other incidents should contact the Campus Police. It is very necessary for
everyone to lock their doors when they are out. Even if it is only for a minute or two a simple
locking of the door will prevent most thefts from occurring. As a reminder, please report any
suspidous people or activity to the UMSL Campus Police immediately by calling 911 if it is an
emergency, or the main number of 314-516-5155.
l

Stealing Under $500.00 - Parking Lot KK
Two vehicles were broken into sometime 'between 5:30 AM and 8:00 AM. Person(s} unknown
broke out a window of two parked cars to gain entry and steal items from inside. One Radiol
CD player was stolen from a vehicle and nothing was taken from the other.
There are no suspects in this incident.

\ red n e Sa

Fri da . \l

All U T 1 9 ·200 l) ----....--.-------:--'-----.,..----------i
Stealing Under $500.00 - Lucas Hall
A contractor installing some electronics in the classroom had some hand toots stolen from
inside the room sometime overnight.
r'

l.) GlJST 19,2009

I

I

--~~------------------------ I

Property Damage - University Meadows
Sometime overnight a glass in a door was broken out. The door is to the Gubhouse near the
pool. The door has a double pane of giass and only the exterior pane was broke. There was no
entry made into the clubhouse.

Property Damage - University Meadows
Stealing Under $500.00 - Parking Lot B
Sometime between 2:20 PM and 3:30 PM person(s) unknown forced open a car door through
the drive(s side door lock whHe the vehicle was parked on Lot B. The victim reported that his
business lap-top computer and other computer accessories were stolen out of the trunk. The
vehicle was processed and fingerprints lifted from the scene. These fingerprints will be sent
to the St. Louis County Police Crime Lab for analysis, in order to try and ~dentlfy the susped(s).

. ~~~...
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Find yo r lost items at the Lost and Fo nd
~

BRI AN CRAYCRAFT
Features Edi tor

If you ha e lost an important item or even a
not-50-important
item,
you can che k with the
Lost <lnci Found on the
e and level of he Millennium Student Cen r near
th
late rs. Of our e
if y u have found an ' t m
ou C<lll turn it in there a'

~

SEQUITA BEAN
Asst. Features Editor

<'Being organized makes
stressful~ " Chad
Hoffer Student Development Coordinator at the
enter t r Studenr Success
said. H ff r teaches time
ill nagement
-orkshops
f r the Cent r for Student
Su ess. H e explained that
getting and sta. ring organized an be difficult for
sUldents.
, Some
students
are
afraid of being organized
because all that structure
can be overwhelming. To
them, being organized
means planning every minute of the day, and some
students just don't have
time for that," Hoffer said.
Organizing school material is a factor in earning
good grades. The following
steps may help any stUdent
who is struggling to become organized.
Get a planner. Any
University of Missouri-St.
Louis stUdent can purchase
a planner from the University Bookstore or get
one free in almost any office inside the Millennium
Student Center. Planners
are convenient for keeping class, work and study
schedules together. A planner is also good for keeping
up with class assignments,
test dates and homework.
Read your class syllabus
and write. down assignment
due dates. Reading ~he class
syllabus helps students . become accustomed to the instructor, grading scales and
what is expected of thew as
a student. Be sure to write
down any changes to the
syllabus as soon as they

life less

Stan H olme s Sch duling Coordinator for the
C ' . the man in h· rg
o th Lost and Found. He
keep careful track of all
th items that are turn d
111.

"Vii e keep a record of
ever item, both on paper
and in an Access database
file," Holmes said.
When asked about the
most expensive item ever
turned in, Holmes didn't
hesitate: "A wedding ring,
or maybe some other jewelry. Sometimes we get
laptops-students will just
get up and walk away and
leave their whole book
bag." What should you do
if you lost an item and are
hoping to recover it?
"We have three ways to
report something as lost:
over the Internet from
the Lost and Found home
page, over the phone or in
person at the MSC," Holmes said.
If nobody is at the Lost
and Found counter when
you arnve ill person go
to room 218. If nobody is
there, a log is on ~he Lost
and Found counter where
you can enter- a report for

Get organized,
stay organized

SOPI SECK /THE CURRENT

Front Face of the Lost and Found, located on the second floor of the MSC
your lost item. If your
item hasn't been found yet
a report will be entered
in the database, and if the
item turns up you will be
contacted.
The main computer lab
at SSB 103 also maintains
a lost and found where the
staff will keep items such
as flash drives for a few
days before sending them
over to the MSC. Yet another lost and found is at
the library, but everything
eventually ends up at the
central location ill the
MSC.
At the end of the semester unclaimed items
are disposed of in various
ways. Cell phones, for
example, are donated to
various agencies, including
the US Army. "The Army

has a program where they
turn on the phones for the
service men and women
so they can call their families," Holmes said.
Glasses are given to the
College of Optometry
where they are often used
for parts to repair other
glasses. Calculators go to
the math lab, and some of
the jackets and coats are
donated if they are not too
worn. The most valuable
items are kept indefinitely
in Holmes office in case
of a possible return of a
student from studying
abroad.
Holmes has a very positive outlook · about · the
students at UM-St. Louis.
"We have a lot of honest st~dents-they bring
things ill all the time.

Commonly Lost Items

1. Glasses

2. Flash Drives
3. Notebooks
4. Keys
5. Calculators

Others: Mugs, coats/jack-

ets, 10 cards, cell phonesl
CDs

They £od rillgs on the
sink, cell phones on chairs,
and backpacks that have
been left behind. They
bring them all to us."
You can £od the Lost
and Found on the web at
www.umsl.edu/ - msc/
buildingops/lost.html, or
search "lost and found"
from the UM-St. Louis
home page.

I honestly cannot believe you just read this entire sentence.
You know what else you should do now?
Advertise with The Current today.

are mentioned and add a
reminder for an exam a
couple of days bef rehand.
Writing down the due
dates fo r assignments in
y our planner prevents surprises later since not all
instructors remind students
ahead of time that assignments are coming due.
'1. had a professor last
semester that ne -er m nrioned anything about
when a paper was due' she
would just ask for it as soon
as we walked in [on the due
date]," Tiara Robins) sophomore, biology said.
Color code your planner. Develop a: color coding system that you understand. Use highlighters
or Sharpies to differentiate
your not~s. Different colors can represent priority
of assignments or the class
that an assignment is from.
"The most important
thing is finding what works
for you-and make it personal," Hoffer said.
Get a three-subject notebook for all of your classes.
Use the sections inside the
notebook to separate class
notes, reading notes and
study notes. Try to buy
three-subject
notebooks
with pocket folders inside
and keep any class handouts in them.
Write school, job and
social commitments where
they can be seen every day,
not just in a planner. This
can be on a dry erase board,
post-it notes on a computer
monitor or on a cellular deVlCe.

"Puning things in my
Blackberry helps me remember important social
dates," Andrea Sparkling,
senior, education said.
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... R-E-S-P-E-C- T. The committee at UMSt. Louis designed to promote respect on
campus is visted by Chancellor George.
The group passed out t-shirts reading
"UMSL Respect," possibly to be worn later
on the not-yet-dated "Respect Day."
<III Fun in the Sun. Students played
20-minute games of volleyball on the
grass in front of the MSC, despite the oppresive heat of the afternoon August sun.

Lool{ S rt

A back-to-school recycle d clothing sale
Shop sDlart and look s mart . . Gently u sed, stylish
wpJ;.ll.en~Sl men's, and chilc::Iren's c lothing at great
prices. C a sua l and b usiness c lothes. Special
Designer and Celebrity racks. Large accessories,
including shoes, purses, hats, scarves, b elts, etc.
C~shJ. checks and credit c ards accepted.
~JlSOxed

by the InstitUte for Women"5 -and. Gend.el[ Studies at UMSL.
aocieeds Will go to twGS s cholarships and progr.uns. Unsold iteuu wiD !lO
~ Safe Coline.ctions (Ior abused wo:m.ell) ana file Council S hop.
~ l1,l:Qre ihfennation, please oontaot F ern Mreen at m_~j:_~I@l;!Im!,we
;'L@ 01' at 516-

... A Team Sport. The Men's soccer
team attended the picnic as a group,
most of whom grabbed a couple of
the free t-shirts. However, Ryan Vines,
graduate, MBA and caption of the soccer team, cited that the best part of the
picnic was the l'raspberry lemonade."

5581.

~

August 27, 9-6 :0.0 ,
Century Room. B MSC.

The Michael Jackson legacy.

These energetic volunteers mixed work
with play by dancing to The Jackson
Five between handing out free UM-St.
Louis goods. " It's a good turnoul" Curt
Coonrod, vice-provost (right), said of
the event.
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Who Should Be in Our INext Faculty "Spotlight?".
You Tell Us!
www.thecurremonline.co.m thecurren t@umsl.e-du

"Ho .eworkLady" Publishes Again
~

INTERVIEW BY SEQUITA BEAN,
Asst. Features Editor

Dr. Cathy Vatterott, education professor at the University of Missouri St. Louis, recently published her third book, "Rethinking Homework: Best Practices that Support
Diverse Needs."
Widely known as "The Homework Lady," Dr. Vatterott works with schools, parents
and teachers to bring about the reform of homework practices.

The Current: W'hat inspi'red you to write your latest book, Rethinking Homework?
Dr. Cathy Vatterott: Several years ago, when my son was in fifth grade, I was a frustrated parent struggling with homework.
I started researching and presenting about homework at teachers conferences. It started out as kind of an anti-homework rant. I was drawing huge crowds-I realized teachers
were frustrated too, and there really was no resource for teachers to help them make
homework more effective and to help them work better with parents.
After invitations from several publishers I decided it was time to write the book.

TC: The book has a lot of helpfid ad'vice for parents and teache-rs. Is there anything college
students can take out of it?
CV: Its focus is primarily for helping teachers and parents of K-12 students. For our
students who are also parents, I think it could be helpful for them. I wish all our education majors would read it.

TC: Prior to becoming a professor at tbe University ofMissouri St. Lou.is, yot{. were a jt·m ior
high school teacher and later a principal. Is that where your passion for adolescent education
comesfrom?
CV: I have always enjoyed middle school students.
They are maturing in so many ways and-they have a great curiosity for the world-if
only people understood how unique adolescents are, they could appreciate them so much
more.

TC: How has teaching courses in middle level curriculum and advising students seeking
middle school certification at UM·St. Louis helped the research for your books?
CV: Wow, in so many ways. The graduate students are usually practicing middle
school teachers, and the examples they share from their classrooms have given me great
insight.
But mostly, it's the questions that students ask in discussions that often cause me to
pause and think, "Wow, I never thought 6f that," or "I don't have an answer for that and
I need to find out."
The give and take of ideas and opinions in the college classr-oom broadens my thoughts
just as much as it does the students'. The diversity of our students provides a real diversity of experiences, perspectives and ideas.

TC: Ul'hat is your favorite thing about teaching at UM-St. Louis?
CV: I love the students. Middle school majors take three courses with me, so each
semester I meet a new group that I see for two to three semesters. Our students are so

Dr. Cathy Vatterott gets ready for "St. Louis On The Air" with 90.7 KWMU August 19th to speak
about her opinioRs on homework.

bright, hard working, and intellectually curious-it is a joy to work with them.
t am [also] passionate about my research, and as a research university UMSL allows
me the freedom to explore· the research I am. most interested in. The research feeds my
teaching which feeds my research.

TC: What do you hope your education students gain after taking one ofyour courses?

.

-

CV: I hope they gain the courage to challenge the way things have always been done in
education. I hope they learn to think out of the box. I hope they learn-that there is more
to teaching than just knowing your subject-teaching is about forming a relationship
with students that allows you to reach them, then to teach them.
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"Who Are We? UM-St. Louis Students Are aMix of Age and Ethnic Ori in
~

BRIAN CRAYCRAFT
Features Editor

Coming from many different countries and ethnic
backgrounds and ranging in age from under 18
to over 64, University of
Missouri-St. Louis undergraduate students make up
a multicultural group.
In an online message
titled "Diversity in Action," Chancellor Thomas
George writes: "Diversity
in a democracy enriches education and the collective
experience of all students,
benefiting the school and
the society.
Weare preparing graduates for a dynamic and
adaptable workforce where
cooperation and competi. tion ar~ increasingly waged
from the local to the global
level. " .
The Chancellor's Cultural Diversity Initiative
provides demographic data
about the UM-£t. Louis
student body .
The data was gathered
from the 2008 Fall Student
Census.
"Census data is usually
gathered after the fourth
week of courses, so some
time after September this
year we should have new
data," Tyrome Petty, Assistant Registrar with a focus
on records, said.
The university gathers
all manner of data about
Q

the student enrollment.
"Like baseball, we have to
count everything-demographic data, what degree
programs people are applying for-everything," Petty
said.
For example, the undergraduate enrollment at
UM-St. Louis is 65 percent
female, 35 percent male.
This emphatically does
not mirror the population
of the entire country where
the US Census Bureau estimates from 2008 indicate
the male-female split to be
fairly close to 50-50.
Using terminology from
the Chancellor's Cultural
Diversity Initiative, the
largest racial demographic
at UM-St. Louis is Whitel
Non-Hispanic representing
69 percent of undergraduates. Black/Non-Hispanics
are 14.25 percent of undergraduates. Both numbers
are somewhat close to national census data.
Over nine percent of the
UM -St. Louis undergraduates refused to indicate their
ethnic origin-a number
which has quadrupled in
recent years-and for which '
Petty has no explanation.
Another group of almost
10 percent has ethnic information listed as "not available," which leaves around
19 percent of undergradu-

ates with unknown ethnic
ongms.
Petty offers reassurance
to those who fear the intrusiveness of big goverru;p.ent.
"The data comes from student applications but it's
all anonymous, nOt tied
to names or student numbers," he said.
Other ethnic groups
found at UM -5t. Louis
at less than three percent
each are Asian or Pacific
Islander, Non-Resident International, Hispanic, and
American Indian!Alaska
Native.
All demographic data
has been taken from the
Chancellor's Cultural Diversity Initiative and is
available at http://diversity.umsl.edu/student.html
The Chancellor's Diversity
in Action message can be
viewed at http://diversity.
umsl.edul
more
exhaustive
A
amount of demographic
data is available from the
Institutional Research w eb
page at http: / /www.umsl.
edu/ - irl or search "institutional research'" from the
UM-St. Louis home page.

The College of Nursing at the Un'iversity of Missouri8t. Louis is scheduled for the ten year continuing
accreditation of the BSN and MSN programs.
An evaluation team wiH visit the UMSL College of Nursing from Nov. 16-18, 2009.

,. Madian.a~e: 2g

-i.1 percent are eHgiblefor membQfSlllp in theAAiP {Over5~}
- 62.5 percent arewaiting for th~.rr aatomobU~ insuranreret~ tQ~go down{URUgr25j .

-18.8 percent are too oJd to trU8t (Over 3ll see '~ffd -in fh~ Str.eet;,tl ·fIle5Ws-mK ffioVte.)
J

-11 percent are teenagers (Theover-30 set might not trust them.-)
- Almost 30 percent are 22 to 24 years old(The perf.ed age to bH ill roUege.).
- Prime decades: Over 70 percent are in their twenties. Almost l2 percent are in their thirties.
Not Quite five percent are in their forties.
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With Our Ne"" E-Mails!
Take notice. We've changed our email addresses.
Please update your contact lists accordingly.

Ads: tllecurrelltads@unlsl.edu
Tips: thecurrenttips@umsl.edu
Jobs: thecurrentjobs@umsl.edu

Plan B
Morning After Pill
Emergency Contraception

Input may be provided to the deliberations of the evaluation team by

Whatever you call it,

sending written and signed comments up to 30 days before the

Planned Parenthood has it

visit. Written and signed comments should be sent to:
Amanda Brownbridge
Accreditation Assistant
Commission for Collegiate Nursing Education
One Dupont Circle, NW
I
Suite 530
Washington , DC 20036-t 120
I
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ME N'S SOCCER

UMSL Sports Hall of Fame
op scor rs hope to do more in 2009
looking for nominations
who really did make an
impact through participation, coaching, support
For the beginning of the person, gr.oup or team that
2009-2010 school year, the brought a lot of prestige
University of Missouri-St. and notoriety and did reLouis Sports department ally nice work while they
is asking students, faculty were there".
and staff for nominees to
Presently the Hall of
the UMSL Sports Hall of Fame has 51 individual
Fame.
members. The Hall also
The closing date for has two complete-team
nominations is October members. One is the 1987
1, 2009, with the goal of men's basketball team and
announcing the 2010 in- the other is the 1973 men's
ductees by December 1. soccer team.
The Hall of Fame dinner
For both the athletic
is scheduled for February and coaching route to the
19,2010.
Hali, the nominee has to
According to UM-St. have been removed for
Louis athletics director five years before nomiLori Flanagan, the UMSL nation and qualification.
Sports Hali of Fame exists The athlete also has to be
because it is the "premier a graduate, but that can be
acknowledgement" that waived by a majority vote
anyone involved in the of the Hall ofF ame SelecUM-St. Louis ~thletics tion Committee.
program can receIve.
Those who have pro"You are' nominated. vided som€ distinguished
and voted on by your service must also have
peers as a pinnacle or the the five-year lapse in inelite athlete or [how] your volvement. Another macontributions make an jor requirement is the
impact," Flanagan said. person must be v.rilling
"It is to distinguish those to accept the award and
~

MATTHEW B. HENRY

Staff Writer
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UM-St. Louis Men's Soccer Team scrimmaging at the Don Dallas Field last week.
~

MATIHEW B. HENRY
Staff Writer

Here at the University
of Missouri-St. Louis the
men's soccer team has started practicing twice a day in
pursuit of a stellar season.
Head coach Dan King-in his 9th season at UM-S
and a former Big 10 soccer
MVP, as well as playing
on two Indiana University
National
Championship
soccer teams-states his two
biggest goals are "making
the GLVC tournament and
playing consistent ball. No
peaks and valleys".
This season actually
started with his assigning
the players summer offseason workout goals in
the areas of sprinting, daily
two-mile runs, fitness drills,
and playing in at least one
11-on-ll game each week.
But the regime for practice now is, as Coach King
states, "pretty routine.
The game has been around
a long time and pretty
much teaches itself." The

order for practice includes
stretching, jogging, fitness
training, ball work, scrimmaging and more fitness
training.
Blair Spencer, senior,
business marketing, and
listed on the soccer team
roster as a forward! midfielder is one of the players
King is counting on greatly
this season.
But Spencer didn't have
such a strenuous offseason
because he spent much of
the' offseason recovering
from a broken leg he suffered in December. The
injury required a rod and
4 screws to help it heal,
and this season he will play
with those pieces still in
him.
He spent most of the
summer in therapy rebuilding his strength. King
said that Spencer "hasn't
skipped a beat in two-adays."
Last year Spencer played
mainly as a forward and was
the Tritons' leading"scorer.
One thing Spencer wants

to do "is to play more in
the middle this year where
I can run the team and set
up other players" so he
reaches an individual goal
of 10 assists, an increase
from the two· assists of last
season. Spencer believes
playing with teammates
who were also with him in
high school-Paul Hummel,
senior, liberal studies and
Ryan South, senior, finance
and accounting-will be an
added benefit.
The other goal Spencer
wants to achieve is to help
the team win ·10 games this
season. Their record last
season was 6-10-2.
Another player King
is relying heavily on this
season is Johnny O'Mara,
sophomore, business marO'Mara,
who
keting.
played locally over the
summer with the Scott
Gallagher Soccer Club, was
the Tritons' second leading
scorer last season with five
goals.

See MEN'S, page 13
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attend the Hall of Fame
dinner banquet.
Posthumous candidates
are also considered not
only when the nominee is
deceased but also if helshe
is incapacitated and unable
to accept the award.
The Hall of Fame Selection Committee meets
every two years, has six
members and is confidentially chosen. In any induction year, the number
of inductees is limited to·
eight, with the possibili.t y
of one team. The amount
of votes required from the
selection committee, for
induction, is only a simple
majority.
If you would like to
nominate an individual
or team for possible induction into the UMSL
Sports Hall of Fame you
can go to wwW.umsltritons.com for a link that
will provide you with an
application. Flanagan and
the selection committee
already have nomination
forms for possible inductees in hand, but ·they are
looking for more.
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VOLLEYBALl:.

Volleybiililooks to finish what they started
~

CEDRIC WilLIAMS
Sports Editor

2008 was like a whirlwind for the University of
Missouri-St. Louis women's volleyball team.
The Tritons came out of
nowhere to win the Great
Lakes Valley Conference
West Division regular
season title and posted a
school-record 23 wins in
doing so. Several Triton
players earned national recognition for their play on
the court, and head coach
Trent Jones was named the
2008 GLVC Coach of the
Year. But none of that is
what members of last year's
team remember most. The
thought that lingered with
them the most throughout
the offseason is how poorly
UMSL played in the 'semifinals of the GLVC Conference Tournament last year.

The Tritons, who were
considered one of the favorites to win the tournament
and advance to the NCAA
Regionals, got bounced out
of the GL VC Tournament
after losing to rival Southern Indiana three games to
none. That loss not only
knocked UMSL out of the
conference
tournament,
but kept the Tritons from
earning what would have
been their first NCAA
Tournament
appearance
since 1995,
That final loss has nor set
well with returning members of the team and is serving as major motivation for
the 2009 campaign.
mistakeMake
no
UMSL aims to finish w hat
they starred last year by
winning the GLVC this
year; with nine letter winners and five starters re-

turning from last year's
23-8 squad, the Tritons certainly look like a team that
is ready to get it done.
Middle hitter Weslie
Gaff) sophomore, accounting, figures to be one of
UMSL's most prominent
players in '09. Starting 30 .
of 31 matches last season,
she was secQnd on the team
with 282 kills and led the
Tritons with 95 blocks.
For her efforts, the 6'1
Gaff was named the GLVC
AHMAD ALJURYYED /THE CURRENT
Freshman of the Year and The Tritons Volleyball team practices a typical drill during one of their Summer Two-A-Day
the American Volleyball sessions in the Mark Twain Center Gymnasium . .
Coaches Association Midwest R~gion Freshman of chosen second team all- design(270 kills, 86 blocks); bero Carolyn Holstein, juthe Year.
GL C at the end of the Erin Higgins, sophomore, nior, business; setter Kayla
Teammate Liz Cook. season. She led UMSL with early childhood education Kinzinger, junior, educajunior education, was also 392 kills and ranked second (2 5 kills, 80 blocks); and tion; outside hitter Bre
Kelsie R ankin, sophomore, Pratl, junior, education;
an award-winning player with 311 digs.
last year. The 5'10 outside
The other returmng undecided (276 kills, 275 and middle hitter Megan
hitter was twice named starters include a trio of digs).
Walker, junior, accounting.
GLVC Player of the Week hitters: Sarah Eisnaugle,
Other players returning
duri?g the season and w as senior, art history/ graphic to the Tritons include: liSee VOUEYBALl, page 13

Volleyball gets one first place vote, finishes fourth in GLVC poll
~

CEDRIC WILLIAMS
Sports Editor

The University of lvlissouri-St. Louis women's
volleyball team was picked
to finish founh in the recently announced Great
Lakes Valley Conference
preseason poll.
UMSL received one
first-place vote and 166 total points to finish fourth
behind Lewis? Northern
Kentucky,. and Indianapolis
in the annual GLVC Volleyball Coaches' Preseason
Poll.
The Tritons, under the
direction of second-year
head coach Trent Jones,
return nine letter winners
and five starters to a team

that went 23-8 last year and
won the GLVC West Division regular season title.
Lewis
which
went
31-8 overall and 16-2 in
league play in 2008, collected eight first-pla"ce votes
and 184 total POlllts to
lead the overall voting
while Nonhern Kentucky
finished second with two
first-place votes and 176 total points.
Indianapolis
garnered
three first-place votes and
169 total points to grab
third-place.
Rockhurst received the
final first-place vote and
totaled 148 points for :fifth
in the balloting and was followed by Southern Indiana
(136), Drury (110 points),

Bellarmine (106), Saint Joseph's (90), Quincy (84) ,
Wisconsin-Parks ide
{62),
Missouri S&T (60) illinois-Springfield (31) Kentucky Wesley-an (27) and
Maryville University (26).
The GLVC Preseason
Coaches' Poll is voted on
by the league's 15 head
coaches.
Each coach gives their
predicted order of the conference's finish and is not
allowed to vote for their
own team.
Teams i l l the GLVC
will compete in a roundrobin schedule in 2009 and
the top eight teams in the
standings will advance to
the GLVC Championship
Tournament: which will be

held November 13-15 and
hosted by the team with
the best conference record.
The Tritons begin the
2009 season All::,oust 28-29
at the Christian Brothers
University
Invitational
Tournament in Memphis,
T ena. UMSL will face
Aldlerson-Broaddus ('III. V.)
in its opener, then take on
Ouachita Baptist (Ark.)
later that evening.
The following
day,
UMSL will face Northwest
Missouri State and the host
school, Christian Brothers,
in back-to-back matches.
The Tritons'
home
opener is Tuesday, Sept. 1,
at the :Mark Twain Building, against cross-town nval Missouri Baptist.

2009 GLVC Volleyball Coaches
Preseason Poll
Team (2008 Record)

Total Points (1st Place Votes)

1. Lewis (31-8)
2. Northern K@ntucky (28-8)
3. Indianapolis (29-10)
4. UMSL (23-8)
5. Rockhurst (22-11)

6. Southern Indiana(18-15)
7. Drury (12-18)
8. B€lIarrnine (8-18)
9. Saint Joseph's (14-16)
10. Quincy (13-20)
11. UW.. Park side (10-22)
12. Missouri S&T(6-27)
13. Illinois-Springfield (17-22)
14. Kentucky Wesleyan (7-29)
15. Maryville (12-17)

184 (8)
176 (2)
169 (2)
166 (1)
148 (1)
136
110
106

oJ nnyqoestions? CommentS? Concerns. log on to 1Il:hc(!urrcnt9nlinc.rom and let us know!

90
84
62

60
31
27
26
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CEDDIE SAYS ...

WOMEN'S SOCCER

It's game time, where are you goin'? Leveling the playipg field:
Getting to know Flanna Sayre
~

CEDRIC WilLIAMS

Sports Editor

What up, Tritons?
How's everybody been?
It's so nice to see you
guys back on campus.
Did anybody get to
travel at all this summer?
The fam and I took trips
to San Diego, Destin, Fla.,
and Fort Worth, Tex. this
summer. I was actually in
Cali when my beloved Lakers won the NBA title back
in June.
I saw Kobe's house and
his car! That was a lot of
fun!
I had a great summer.
Hope you did too.
N ow that we got the
pleasantries out of the way,
tell me Tritons, when are
you gonna get your butt to
an UMSL game?
Seriously, I'm calling
you out, every last one of
my Triton brethren. That
means you! When are you
going to an UMSL game?
It does not even matter which game you go to
or which UNISL team you
support, but the time has
come for you, the UMSL
student body, to start supporting our UMSL teams.
I get that this is a commuter campus and that a
great number of UMSL students do not live on campus. So the only time most
of us are actually on campus is when we are in class.
-But that is really no excuse.

Going to class, studying
for exams and hanging out
in the quad (or the MSC in
our case) are huge parts of
the campus experience.
But so is attending your
school's sporting events. It
is part of what makes going
to that particular school
umque.
We- should all be hanging out at home games,
sporting the team · colors,
repping our squads and
screaming like maniacs
when we are at the games.
Those are the experit:pces that truly make being
at one school different than
being at another. Often
times it is those hangingout-at-game
expenences
that prove to be a college
student's best memories.
And you, my friends,
have been rnissing out.
You should have been
there last January when
the men's basketball team
knocked off No.2 Bellarmine on a last-second shot.
You should have gotten
over to a softball game to
see AU-American pitcher
Allyson DeFosset last year.
She pitched a no-hitter to
Missouri S&T last April
and lead the Tritons back
to the NCAA Regionals
for the first time since 1989.
You should have stopped
by the tennis courts to see
GL VC Men's Tennis Player of the Year Andi Dimke-he was 23-3 at No.1 singles
last year and raised his national ranking to No. 53 in

READING THE CURRENT MAY

BLOW YOUR MIND!
READ AT YOUR OWN RISK.·
*Reading The Current is actually safe and fun.
. Plea se ignore this message and enjoy the paper.

the country and No.2 regionally by straight smoking fools on the UMSL tennis courts last year.
Those were some of the
UMSL veterans that did
their thing last year, but
there were some young'uns
worth watching too.
Then freshman Hanna
Sayre was one of the top
goalkeepers
in
GLVC
women's soccer last year.
Weslie Gaff was voted
GLVC Freshman of tfie
Year in volleyball and fellow freshman Pujitha Bandi was named Ali-GLVC
after leading the women's
tennis team to its first postseason berth since 2004.
Johnny O'Mara was second on the men's soccer
team in goals while point
guard Beaumont Beasley
led the men's basketball
team in scoring and was
second in assists last year,
Although they took their
lumps in <09, the entire
starting rotation will return to the men's baseball
team in '10.
Nobody is reallT sure exactly when or why UMSL
students stopped going to
games in droves like they
used to, but it is time for a
change.
It is time to get behind
our teams.
It is time that you show
some love for your Tritons.
It is time for you to get
your bun to an UMSL
game, .

~

JOYCE GATES
Staff Wdter

Putting in lIard work
can produce extraordinary
results and make all your
dreams come true.
No one knows or believes this better than the
University of MissouriSt. Louis women's soccer
team,
specifically
goalkeeper Hanna Sayre,
sophomore, business marketing.
"I hope our team can
make it far into the conference tournament and even
into the NCAA tournament," she said. "We have
a tough schedule, but a
lot of potentLal and depth
in the team. Personally,
I want to have a better
goals-against-average than
I did last season, as well as
improve in all aspects of
play."
Ever since the age of 16,
Sayre knew she wanted to
play college soccer. Last
season, the then freshman started nine of the 15
games she played in and
recorded 55 saves, while
allowing only 10 goals
for a 0.74 goals -againstaverage (GAA) with three
shutouts.
"There's
something
about being a goal keeper
PHOTOS BY AHMAD AUURYVED ITHE CURRENT
that requires you to be
a little crazy," she said. The women's soccer team trains at Mark Twain field.
"Normally the job entails going hands first and ceive extraordinary results skill is beneficial during
shortly followed by your throughout the upcoming practice, helping the ladies
head at a ball or [at] an op- season.
push one another to get to
ponent's foot. I think it's
"We go ~'Very day, the performance level that
also necessary to be con- twice a day, for about two they each desire and need
fident, not only ill your hours a session," she said. to perform at.
own abilities but also in . "We also have team bond"The entire UMSL
those of the other 10 girls ing and a meal between women's team really is
in front of you."
great," Sayre notes. "Most
practices as well."
Sayre and fellow teamShe adds that another Of us live together and -we
mates are already work- good thing about being a hang out aU the time bom
ing hard during the soccer Triton is that "everyone in and out of season. Our
preseason to make sure knows how good we can team has so much potenthat they are able -to re- be.» Sayre believes this tial from our eight seniors
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VOLLEYBALL, from page 11

UMSL lost six seniors
from last year's squad.
To .replace those players,
the Tritons turned to both
Junior College transfers
. and freshman signees.
Joining the program as
Junior College transfers
are a pair of outside hitters: Shelby Crawford,
sophomore, biology and
physical therapy; and Lauren Hubbard, junior, elementary education; and a
setter, Samantha Manley,

314.381 .0550
www.proequity.com

junior, biology.
ThOse players transferred
in from Southwestern
illinois, Midwestern State,
and Neosha County CC, respectively, and will provide
immediate depth for the
Tritons.
Freshman
signees,
who have been impressive in summer workouts, include roid~e hitter Corinne Hoekstra,
social work; outside hitter
Liz J aegerJ nursing; and

libero Jordan Sackman,
criminal justice.
UMSL begins its season
this weekend when it will
travel to Memphis to play
in the Christian Brothers
University
Invitational
Tournament. The volleyball home opener is set
for Tuesday night, Sept. 1,
at the Mark Twain Building, when the Tritons
will host crosstown rival
Missouri Baptist at 7 p.m.

!

O'Mara's Scott Gallagher team was Missouri's
representative in the Midwest Regionals where they
finished second.
His summer also included lifting weights and
running a couple of miles
after practice. O'Mara is
listed as a forward! midfielder but states he doesn t

MEN'S, from page 10
prefer one over the other,
he just wants the ball to go
through him a lot and he
"wants to be attacking with
it."
His goals for this season
are to win a conference '
a:ward and score 12 to 15
goals.
The men's soccer campaign kicks off August 30

at Truman State. The Tritons' home opener-which
is also a Great Lakes valley Conference game-is at
7:30 p.m. on September 11
against St. Joseph's College.
Asked if there was somethin.g he wanted the fans
. to know, O'Mara stated he
"expects them to win more
games than last year."
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COMMON.MISCONCEPTIONS.

By Bridget · yder. Staff Writer

Compiled by Afton Anderson

Citizens all over the United States are l}p in arms about the recent proposed changes to our
health care system. There have been many assertions, ideas, and paradigms thrown around
concerning this volatile- issue. There have been so many that it has become difficult for many
people to discern what is reality and what is myth.

How to make changes to the health care and
insurance systems in America has been a public

Myth: The bill says that there will be • death panels" that people will be forced to go before
that will determine whether of not they can be afforded treatment.
. Argument: AARP officials have released various statements assuring citizens that
the latest proposed bill "will not alloV\{.th~. government the power to make life or death
decisions for anyone regardless of age. '" The section in the House bill that many cite as
. proof of government" death panels," actuatly provides the opportunity for Medicare to pay
for voluntary 'counseling on end-of~life matters, such as living wills.
Myth: The government wants to take over health care and Americans will not be able to
choose their own plans.
Argument: President Obama's plan is to create a government sponsored health insurance
program that would be an option for Americans, giving the uninsured an opportunity to
have affordable health care. Obama has expressed that "he would like to seeH prohibitio~s
against denial of insurance an the basis of pre-existing conditions.

debate some time now.

Argument: Organizations like the American Academy of Family Physicians and the
National Physician's Allian«;esupport comprehensive health care reform. They have issued a
statement of support for Obama's plan.

coveragE

Americans were un nsured.

overall.

In recent months lawmakers have been look-

According to the website of the National Coali-

ing at ways to ove

aul the health care and in-

tion on Health Care, most Americans have health

surance systems in

President Barack

insurance through their employer, who also pays

Obama has made

Ith care reform a top pri-

a certain portion of the premium.

ority of his ad mini

ation, wanting to see some

However, the Coalition points out, as insurance
premiums increase and industry changes from
manufacturing based to service based, many em-

Myth: Doctors do not support Obama's plan.

sus Bureau estima ed in 2007 that 46 million

kind of legislation a proved by Congress by the
end of the year.
Committees of

ployers are offering fewer benefits and expect-

Compiled by Jen O'Hara

Rep. TODD AKIN (R-Mo., District 2)
Congressman Todd Akin's press secretary, Steve Taylor, says that Akin
does not support the health care system changes as of now. While
Akin agrees with a couple of aspects of the plan, his biggest concerns
lie within public options and maintaining the relationship between
doctor and patient.
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health insurance coverage increased by 119 percent.
Families USA, a consum€r advocacy group, re-

The Senate biIl
for a public hea'ith in

Rep. RUSS CARNAHAN (D-Mo., Oistrkt 3)

Carnahan made a floor statement on July 23rd, including the
proclamation, "The proposed health insurance reform bill builds upon
what works and fixes what's broken. My constituents strongly want,
need, and deserve a more stable and secure health care system, and
that's what we need to fight to do."

The self-employed, those own their own busi-

ad of having to provide

ness, must purchase individual health insurance' employees with health Insurance.
Sen. CLAIRE MCCASKILL (O-Mo.)
According to Claire McCaskill's office, McCaskill agrees with and
supports health care system changes. However, she has concern~
about the health care bill's high cost.
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2007 that 46 million

HISTORY OF HEALTH CARE IN THE U.S.

coverage for taxpayers as well as higher costs
overall.

Ikers have been look-

In a media release on the website of the Sen-

Ie health care and in-

ate 'committee on Health, Education, Labor, and

President Barack

Pension Republican Senator Michael B. Enzi said,

:ar~ reform a top pri-

"A government-run plan would increase health

wanting to see some

care costs, lessen service and add to our huge

d by Congress by the

debt. " .

:a.

Public health insurance premiums would be 10
House of Represen-

to 20 percent less than those of private insurance

Jproved bills that will

would. Supporters of a public health insurance

are, but it seems un-

option, such as Howard Dean, say that this would

liII can win bi-partisan

~reate

ear.

companies to become more efficient and lower

provi~ons

providing

e plan as well as regu-

19405: In an address to congress, Harry S. Truman stated, -The health of American children,
like their education, should be recognized as a definite public responsjbHity.· At the time,
while his plans were controversial, calls for mandatory health coverage were often ignored
in an era of anti-socialism hysteria.
1965: Another significant leap made when lyndon B. Johnson signed the bill for
Medicare and Medicaid. This provided concrete medical provisions to the elderly and poor.
Unfortunately, with the sudden increase in millions of insured individuals, the demand for
medical care increased drastically and the cost rose as well.
1988: The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage act is enacted by Ronald Reagan to ensure
the elderly are supported in times of severe illness, but was repealed immediately when
protestors and advocacy groups violently voiced their disapproval at having to pay taxes
for it
1993: Bm Clinton proposed a both universal yet privately ran health care plan that seemed
to satisfy the concerns of all those at odds. The least radical healthcare bill in decades failed
in Congress.

competition and force private insurance

Compiled by Heather Poss

consumer c9sts.
Opponents of the public health insurance op-

:e companies forcing tion, like republican Congressman Paul Ryan of
~ven those with preex-

Wisconsin, say that a public option would ulti-

drop sick customers

mately give the government too much control

ployers would also

over health care because private health insurance

mply paying an eight

companies would never be able to compete with

of having to provide

the government and would eventually go out of

I

19305: Hospftals began offering ways for patients to prepay for their medical costs in
the early thirties in what can be considered th-e first fonn of health insurance. Blue (ross
insurance and other fonns of prepayment increased in popularity during the depression
while voices for national care were drowned in the tumultuous times. With his New Deal
team, Franklin D. Roosevelt discussed the need for a health insurance plan. but it was not
included in the final bill.

WHAT DO OTHER COUNTRIES DO?

;

Compiled by Erik Bruner

CANADA
Canada's health care system is a combination of
public funding (70%) and private funding (30%). The
various levels of government in the assorted territories and provinces cover the majority of Canadians'
health care costs to the tune of around $1 71.9 billion
a year-S5, 170 per person.
FRANCE
France has universal coverage through employers
with the option of supplemental private insurance.
About 80% of France's healthcare funding comes
from the government, 13% comes from patients, and
7% from private insurance. Employees themselves
pay Iless than 1% into the national system.

business.

rance.
du.cat ion Labor, and

He also says that for emplloyers, the eight- per-

r Republican Michael

cent tax penalty is less expensive than providing

hat creating a public

health insurance and subsidizing premiums for

ill ultimately result in

employees, which woul d cause most employers

I care and insurance

to cancel health benefits.

J

UNITED KINGDOM
Health care in the UK is a universal, tax-funded
system in which the public sector's healthcare is
funded primarily by taxation. Health care is -free at
the point of need" for all permanent UK residents.
However, issues with wait times in order to see a
speciali~ can be as long as a year and care that is
not deemed as cost-effective is not covered.
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Since its opening in 1980, the College Of Optometry, located on South Campus, has taught students to provide eye care for the newer generations of people, and provides eye care for UM-St. louis
students.

What you didn't know about theUM-St. Louis School of Optometry
- ~ AfTON ANDERSON
Copy Editor

Missouri began its journey to establish a school of
optometry in state in 1967
when Jerry Franzel, OD,
was appointed chairman
of a task force to pursue
this endeavor. He-was appointed by the 1vIissouri
Optometric
Association
and was a private practitioner in University City.
The school of optometry
opened in 1980 under the

tutelage of founder, Jerry
L. Christensen, OD, Ph.D.
Today, there are still
only 20 schools of optometry in the U.S. The school
of optometry has 11 faculty
members and granted 44
doctor of optometry degrees last year. lJ11-St. Louis does not only provide a
quality education for those
pursuing careers. They also
provide low cost and free
of charge services for UMSt. Louis students, faculty,
staff, and community mem-

bers. The College of Optometry has many facilities
that are clinical in nature.
Collectively, the facilities
are called the "Center for
Eye Care' and are a part of
the U11-St. Louis College
of Optometry's research
initiatives as well as provid-ers of primary care. This
includes: The Eye Care
Center on south campus,
the Optometric Center located in the Central WI est
End, the East St. Louis
Center, and the Harvester

Eye Care Center located in
Han'ester, Missouri.
Although the UM-St.
Lows School of Optometry
is .focused on its academic
mission, they also provide
benefits for UM-St. Louis
students that many do not
know about. "I think what
most students on campus
may not know is that an
annual eye exam is included as part of student health
fees. All students on campus qualify," commented
Barbara Brown, Manager

of Students and Special Services at the UM-St. Louis
School of Optometry. Eye
care fees are factored in to
the student fees, which are
purchased by every student
enrolling at least half-time
(six credit hours) . Aside
from primary care, UM-St.
Louis optometrists specialize in services specifically
in Pediatrics and Binocular
Vision, Rehabilitative Optometry, Eye Health Management, contact lenses,
~d glasses.

In addition to prescriblllg corrective lenses the
optometrists also work
with treatment via eye exerClses.
Rehabilitative
optometry IS for patlents with
permanent vision loss. Eye
health management is for
patients with eye diseases
including cataracts and
glaucoma. The Center for
Eye Care can also assist
with contact lenses in addition to dispensing new
frames.

World Health Organization prepares populus for HiNI
~

CATE MARQUIS
A&E Editor

Last spring, novel HINl influenza A, also known as "swine flu," was
deClared a worldwide pandemic by
the World Health Organization. The
Center for Disease Control (CDC) is
preparing for a resurgence of HINl
flu this fall.
With classes starting, students
may have many questions about
flu: what steps they can take to protect themselves, what they should

do should they feel sick, and if the
campus is prepared.
-"The reason students should be
concerned is that while this virus
first appeared last spring it is likely
- that, like most flu viruses, it will
become worse with the approaching flu season. Given the fact that
worldwide that there have been
a number of fatalities, with early
outbreak of it we have reason to be
- concerned about the possibility of
more deaths associated with it than
the normal flu," said Theresa Thiel,

professor of biology at University of
Missouri St. Louis.
"The other concern that we have
for' students is that, unlike most
other flu viruses, this one seems to
be more pathogenic for younger
people as opposed to older people. _
So we are particularly concerned
about students, that they may be
more at risk for this particular strain,
more than for the normal virus,"
Thiel continued.

See-SWINE FLU, p~ge 17

Illustration by Zachary James Kraft
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.Reasons to Get Tested for STBs ·
~

NICK BISHOP
Staff Writer

According to the Centers for DIsease Control
(CDC), St. Louis has the
highest per capita rates
of two cQmmon sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs): gonorrhea and
chlamydia. St. Louis leads
in the infections of these
diseases compared. to every
other metropolitan area in
the United States. In 2007,
there were 742 cases of
gonorrhea and 1,265 cases
of chlamydia. Over twothirds of ~ cases reported
are in adolescents and
young adults.
The CDC states on
its website that common
symptoms of gonorrhea are
burning sensations during
urination, a green or white
colored discharge from the
perus, and in some men,

swollen testicles. In wo~
en, the symptoms tend to
be more mild, and can be
easily confused with another type of vaginal or bladder infection due to their
mild severity. Some of the
symptoms can include
painful urination, vaginal
bleeding or spotting between periods, and also an
excess discharge from the
vagllla.
There are also symptoms of gonorrhea in the
rectal cavity in men and
women regardless of practicing receptive anal sex or
not, and there can be a sore
throat due to infections in
the throat.
The average appearance
of symptoms is between
two and five days, however
it may take up to thirty
days. However, there are
times when symptoms are
not present even when in-

fected by· this particular
STD. When left untreated,
gonorrhea can cause a fatal
complication. Chlamydia is an STD
that is often symptom-free.
Two-thirds of all infected
women and one-half of
all infected men show no
symptoms, which usually
show up one to three weeks
after infection. Women and
.
.
men can expenence pamful urination and discharge
from the genitals. Receptive anal sex partners can
acquire an infection in the
rectum which leads to a discharge, bleeding, and rectal pain. Infections in the"
throat due to oral sex are
not uncommon.
Due to the silence of the
infection, chlamydia can
easily cause complications
due to not being treated.
See STOS, page 26
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Be Optimistic About DepressiQn
~

There
are
actually not get better. Those expethree different types of riencing major depression
The feeling of being depression, each with may experience a sense of
emotionally isolated has varying symptoms. Minor being overwhelmed with
hard-to-explain
a more technical and depression, major depres- sadness,
kn"own name. Th~t name sion, and Seasonal Affec- physical symptoms, and
tive Disorder (SAD) are to thoughts of death or
is depression.
"Depression is a major the three types of treat- suicide.
The other types of dearea of concern for the able forms of depression.
country as a whole," said The Center for Trauma pression, riiinor and SAD
Jaime Linsin, Counseling Recovery is interested in have diffetent type of
Psychologist and Coor- researching participants symptoms. -Those who
dinator of Outreach for for their study whom believe they or· someone
Counseling Services. "De- are suffering from major they know might be expepression is very treatable, depression, which is ac- . riencing minor depression
it's important to get help." cording to ' Melinda M. may feel the need to-binge.
Th ose -experiericing miThe Center for Trauma Mueller, "a mar.e acute
Re.covery at the U niver- illness" with "'s ympto ms . nor dep ression might have '
sity of Missouri-St. toms .much like that of "mi- chronic poor self-esteem,
is interested in further un- . nor depression and some pessimism, or sadness.
symptoms." Many feel the need to use
derstanding .the emotion additional
and the effects of approved Some of these additional stimulants like alcohol or
medication on those suf- symptoms include loss of drugs as a measure of feelfering from depression. pleasure in activities one ing better mentally.
The third type of deTo be considered for the used to enjoy, significant
or
gain,
feelis Seasonal Affecweight
loss
pression
study, participants must
have a major depressive ings of worthlessness or of tive Disorder.
disorder as well as meet personal guilt, and hopeRead more at
other study eligibility re- lessness with thoughts
that things for them will
www.thecurrentonline.com
quirements.
JOYCE GATES

Staff Writer

SWINE FLU, from page 16

The CDC website lists
way s one can avoid inBuen~a including hand washing and coverin'g coughs, as
well as symptoms and recommendations if y ou feel
you may have Bu. Antiviral drugs have also been
effective against the H1N1
strain. A new vaccine is being developed as well.
-St. Louis University
is one of the vaccine treatment and evaluations units,
or VTEUs, testing the vaccine," said Sharon Frey, a
professor of internal medicine at St. Louis University
and lead investigator for
the on-going study testing
the-new HIN1 flu vaccine.
We are approaching the
flu season, which is usually
winter-spring. The novel
H 1N 1 is still circulating
and we expect that to hit
the schools here pretty
soon and cause a lot of
infection. It is important
this year that we vaccinate
with the usual seasonal flu
vaccine in addition to the
swine flu," Frey explained.

"It is not clear quite yet
when the vaccine is going
to be ready. I don't expect
it to be before October.
The high priorities for vaccination are the youngest
of the children and pregnant women," Frey said.
The earliest [vaccine]
is expected to be offered is
October or Noyember, and
it is probably going to go
through very strict guidelines. "If we can get it,
we will," promised 1rfarie
Mueller, Clinical Coordinator of the Health Center
at UM-St. Louis.
SLU has a preparedness plan for coping with
H1N1, according to Frey.
At UM-St. Louis, some
students, and even faculty,
may be concerned about
whether we, as a campus,
are prepared.
According to Mueller,
Nancy 11agnuson, who is
director of Health, Wellness and Counseling Services, has been working
with the vice chancellor
and other members of the

administration on a plan if
quarantine is needed.
.. As far as school closure
or classes being canceled, it
will be based on the CDC
recommendations, Mueller said.
Kits for rapid testing
for HINI flu have been
ordered and the Health
Center also will hav e antiviral drugs. 11ueller recommended that students check
the CDC website for updates on preparedness or on
any outbreaks happening.
Mueller believes ' faculty · v.rill be encouraged
to be more flexible about
students missing classes if
they think they might have
the flu. The Health Center can giye students notes
excusing them from class
if they come in with flu
symptoms. Flyers that list
symptoms of flu are being
distributed through Residential Life.
"If they do h ave any of
the symptoms, they should
get to us or other healthcare
provider," Mueller said.
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What's your favorite movie in theaters?
Let us know!
www.thecurtentonline.com/messageboard

WWII getsthe arantino treatment, glorious, gorious, and sli(k
~

(ate Marquis
A&E Editor

"'Inglorious
Basterds"
is director Quentin T arantino's glorious, bloody
\VWlI adventure film, an
exercise in Jewish wish-fulfillmern that is an immensely entertaining, often very
funny film and sometimes
disturbing.
Perhaps more about
movies than history, the
deliberately
misspelled
"Inglourious Basterds" is a
wwn gangster film, a suspenseful tale of revenge and
bloody baths.
It unfolds like typical
historical fiction until it
leaps off a cliff into stunning, breath-taking cinema

that may make you want
to stand up and cheer but
might leave you feeling
slightly disturbed at the
same time.
Tarantino's new film
starring Brad Pitt is a mix
of movie homage, historical tidbits and crowd-pleasing wish-fulfillment, a combination that made it an
audience hit at the Cannes
Film Festival this year.
Set in 1941 France, the
story follows two tracks:
one about a young French
Jewish woman who loses
her family to a brutal, cunning German colonel and
the other about a commando troupe of American
Jewish soldiers, led by the
colorful Pitt, who para-

chute into Nazi-occupied
France to kick some Nazi'
posterior in very bloody~
fashion.
The latter portion is
loosely a remake or, more
properly, a re-mix, of caper-like action films with
a comic streak like "The
Dirty Dozen'" and "Guns
of Navarone," and whose
director has a bit part in
this film as himself.
Tarantino, who wrote
the script as well as directed, crafts his own satisfying
if bloody version of wwn
fiction, going further into
a dark fairy-tale of revenge
worthy of "Pulp Fiction"
and "Kill Bill."

See BASTERDS, page 20

Photo by Francois Duhamel- courtesy of TWC, 2009

A couple of Basterds (Eli Roth, left, Brad Pitt, right) prepa,re to do some of their dirtier work.

Career Servi ces Events

They're here, and they want... equality?
~

CHRIS STEWART
Asst. A&E Editor

Beginning with its premise, "District 9" seeks to set
itself apart from the trappmgs of the sci-fi genre.
The film's story begins
with aliens already on
earth, having been here for
a couple of decades.
Not only that but these
aliens apparently do not
know that they are supposed to hover over New
York and thus have chosen
Johannesburg, South Afflca.

~'

In the quickly-paced ex.
.
POSltory operung sequence,
we are gIven the basics,
most of which serve to let
us know that "District 9"
, is equally concerned with
drawing
socio-political
parallels, considering how
many ways an alien sp~cies
and our own might slice,
dice and detonate each
other.

The aliens are bipedal,
and
essenexoskeletal
tially what would happen
if David Cronen berg had
thrown a shrimp into a machine with a human instead
of a fly in "The Fly."
This leads to humans
referring, in a derogatory
manner, to the aliens as
"Prawns."
The film takes a roini. mally explanatory route
with few details. It is taken
for granted that humans
and ' prawns understand
each others' languages.
The prawns can also survive on human food, air,
etc. This is only one serious
gap in compatibility but it
is enough to drive the plot.
Because of their biologically-formatted
nature,
alien weapons cannot be
used by humans. This drove
a certain malevolent corporatlOn, Multi-National
United, to initiate various
sub-moral programs culm i-

nating in the transfer of all
prawns to a cordoned-off
tent and shack set-up called
District 9.
As the film begins,
MNU is once again moving the prawns, this time to
District 10.
The move itself occupies
the film's fascinating first
half and Its non-smooth
nature gIVes nse to the
slam-bang second half.
The catalyst IS a human
MNU officer named Wikus
(Sharlto Copely).
Wikus is an upbeat and
rather inept individual
who, due to certain fortunate marital relations, IS
given the task of overseeing
the eviction of the millionor-so prawns in District 9.
Cop ely, like the entire
cast of the film, is a South·
African actor, an unknown
to American audiences.

SeeDISTRI(T, page 21
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Documentary reveals life of TV pioneer
~

(ate Marquis
A&E Editor

"Yoo Hoo, Mrs. Goldberg" is a delightful film
about TV pioneer Gertrude Berg, an elegant, affluent New Yorker who
wrote and starred in the
first family sitcom, about a
working-class Jewish family in the Bronx.
The docum,entary is
lively and entertaining and
a great introduction to a
ground-breaking
talent
who deserves to be remembered.
The film is directed by
Aviva Kempner, whose
award-winning work includes "The Life and Times
of Hank Greenberg."
As we learn in this film,
Gertrude Berg was called
"the first lady of television"
before Lucille Ball and was
the "Oprah" of her day.
Her ground-breaking pro-

gram was the first TV family sitcom and set the shape
for the genre.
Yet today, few people
know her name and work.
This excellent documentary should hel p remedy
that situation.
This lively film uses
interviews with notables
such as Supreme Coun Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg
and actor Ed Asner ,as well
as family, f;iends and coworkers to tell the story bf
Berg and her creation.
It also uses footage 'from
the TV show with Berg in.
her role as lovable Molly
Goldberg, clips from her
TV interview by the legendary Edward R. Murrow, and skillfully mixes
in movie clips from Charlie
Chaplin, the Marx Brothers and "The Jazz Singer,"
as well as archival historical
footage.

The show's sunny family life and comedy proved
immediately popular but
Berg's progressive views
and commitment to' authenticity were also an important aspect of her show.
The program re-shaped the
image of the Jewish mother
into a warm-hearted, modern American figure. The
show combined humor
with gentle social messages,
a strong Americana theme
and proud presentation of
Jewish life.
The title of the documentary is t.he tag-line that
started the story rolling at
the begirining of every episode, when one of Bronx
housewife Molly Goldberg's neighbors would
lean out her window to
gossip or chat with Molly.
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· Also in Theaters
Julie andjuHa.:Fluffy. lik~ pastry, and sure to delight'some just.ahnuch: For-thexest _
of us,worth five curious 'rnmutes when it hits table, so long as, n~body eise-is in t he ·
room. C -- The Current's Secret Movie Insider
~Moon. A rather well-m<1;nnereiiand placid sci-phi brain-teaser co nsi<ieriji g that it was
directed by David Bowie'~ son, Still, while it borrows much and delivers less than 'it
could; like its namesake, it makes fora damn good viewing. A- -- l1'Je Currene'S SeCJ-et
Jfo'vie Insider
The Time Traveller's Wife: Notewonhy in that it manages to make two fascinating
topics-time travel and love-rather dull. With that skill the filmmakers ought to try
their hand at «The Actuary's Cousin", which would no doubt end up being fascinating and moving. C- -- The Cu.rrent's Secret }.lIo'vie Insider
Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince. Finally the "they'll never top The Prisoner of Azkaban'" crowd and the "they'll never top the Goblet of Fire" crowd can
agree that they topped «The Order of Pheonix " but still lack the, er, magic of the
series' best moments. B ·,· The Current's Secret Movie Insider
Ponyo. \vhat to say when agreeing with Random Party Guy that "Ponyo" is a pleasure and a wonder: "Yes~ Miyazaki is a living legend. Did you know he hand draws
his animation? Oh, Spirited Away is definitely his masterpiece." Now off you go, my
child. A -- Tbe-Cu.rrent's Secret Movi.e Inside:;'
In The Loop. Our pick of the week. Hilarious and timely, though you'll have to trek
out to Frontenac or the Tivoli to see it. A .- The Current's SeCi"etMo7::ie Insider

See vbo HOD, page 26

lues: Karaoke
Wed: Ladies' Night 9-cl
M-F: Happy Hour 3-7pm
Located in downtown St. Louis at
13~O Washington Ave.
St. Louis, Missouri 63103
(314) 241-888'5
www.flanneryspub.com

Hours
Sun - Wed: 11am -1:30am
Thurs - Sat: 11am - 3am
(Kitchen closes at 10:00pm)
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"Trigonometry" makes thegrade A close look at A Clear Blurr
~

ANNA MARIE CURRAN
News Editor

-,

F rom the start of their
freshman year of high
school (and only graduated this past May), the New
Jersey quartet, A Clear
Blurr has come a long
way. Made up of Tom
Kenny
(vocals/ guitar),
Karl Pearson (bass), Cole
MacDonnell (drums), and
Kevin Nicotera (guitar/
vocals), the pop punk
band is getting .ready to
release their second st~dio
album, "Trigonometry."
The album will be released
on September 29,2009.
"Trigonometry" begins
with "Drive Me Crazy", a
song that sounds like a hybrid of Blink 182 and H2O
and arguably one of the
best tracks on the album.
"Drive Me Crazy" sounds
like It belongs on an
American Pie soundtrack,
chock full of punk instru-

mentation and unique lyrics, like "Gonna read you a
daytime story / gonna turn
the world upside down/
gonna make the word love
mean so much more."
Although off to a good
start with "DrIve Me Crazy," the next song "Gyna",
is one of m~re than a couple un-note-worthy songs
on the album. "Gyna",
like a few others on the
album has relatively good
but genenc lllstrumentatIon accompanied by
equally good but generic
lyricsThe album picks up
again with the next track
"Being Around You."
"Being Around You" IS
the sort of song that feels
like you've heard it a million times from diHerent
bands, but is still one of
the stand out tracks on the
album. Mixing harmonies
and power chords with
sugar-sweet lyrics makes

the listener feel like they
are back to first loves in
high school "and I know
its kind of late/I said 1'd
call you around eightlbut
its 4 o'clock in the morninglthank God you're still
awake."
Another standout track
is "Barely Breathing," featuring more instrumental
diversity then the previous tracks and a chorus
that only slightly begins
to wear on the listener
by the end. Despite the
aforementioned mildly annoying chorus, the chord
progressIOns and ever
shifting balance between
vocals and instrumentation lends a Sugarcul~ feel
to the song.
The album also includes
two softer and more rela..-x:ed songs "Never Sing
Again" and "Tinted Blue."
See TRIG, page 21

~

ANNA MARIE CURRAN

TC: What genre of music does the band play?
ACB: "Pop-rock. Some
A Clear Blurr is a foursome from New Jersey ' people classify it as popwhose new album, "Trigo- punk but I don't think
nometry," will be released we're punk at all so I say
on September 29, 2009. more like pop-rock."
The band is made up of
TC: Who are A Clear
Tom Kenney (vocals/gui- Blurr's biggest influences?
ACB: "Definitely Blink
tar), Karl Pearson (bass),
Cole MacDonnell (drums), 182, Green Day, All Time
and Kevin Nicotera (guitar Low, we listen to a lot of
heavier stuH to like A Day
and vocals).
The young band only re- to Remember."
TC: How long have you
cently graduated from high
school. The Current spoke guys all known each other?
ACB: "Well Karl and
to them by phone.
The Current: Was it diffi- Cole have been friends
cult to come so far as a band since like the sixth grade,
while keeping up with high they've been like playing
school at the same time?
bass and drums together
A Clear Blur: Yeah, it for awhile.
was kind of difficult but
But I've known Kevin
. if you look on our second since I was in first grade so
album ... we thank our prin- like we grew up together.
cipal Mr. Mistretta because But uh we started the band
he [helped] us out with a in October of 2005."
TC: How did you guys
great schedule and stuff and
[allowed] us to get early re- decide on A Clear Blurr for
leases from school [so] we the name?
had time to do our schoolACB: "Actually we were
w ork... It was a challenge back andA forth between
but we did it.
a whole bunch of differNews Editor

ent names and Karl's dad
actually said that his old
band name was Clear Blur
and Karl texted me that
one day ... not meaning to
[spell] Blurr wrong, and we
just stuck with it."
TC: Which album does
the band prefer to play?
ACB: "We love our second one. Our second one is
[head] and shoulders above
the first one. It's so much
more like mature and [has]
a lot more cOD;lplex parts."
TC: Where are some of
the places A Clear Blurr
has played?
ACB: "We've played
a couple like out of state
shows and we played in
Pennsylvania and New
York and stuff.
We're actually playing
in New York City September 5th I think.
Mainly we do like a lot
of local shows. We play all
over New Jersey but we do
a couple out of state shows
too."

See BLURR, page 21

BASTERDS, from page 18

11
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The director present.s
the story in chapters in
keeping with its "once
upon a time" opening.
Brad Pitt stars as Lieutenant AIdo Raines, a
drawling Southerner who
recruits an elite corps of
Jewish American soldiers
to parachute into ;France in
the first year of Nazi occupation.
The group's task is to
act as a guerrilla force, killing Nazis in the most gruesome fashion possible and
demoralizing the German
forces.
Meanwhile, a family of
French Jewish dairy farmers is in hiding until cunning, multi-lingual German Colonel Hans Landa
(Christoph Waltz) shows
up. Young Shosanna Dreyfus (Melanie Laurent) es"
capes and hides by assuming a new identity in Paris,

as the owner of a small cinema with the aid of an
Afro-French projectionist
Marcel acky Ido).
The two stories converge in a plot to kill top
Nazi leaders visiting Paris
for the premiere of a war
propaganda film.
The acting is superb,
and, brilliantly, the director chose actors whose
nationalities closely match
the roles.
Beautiful French actress Melanie Laurent carries much of the dramatic
weight with style, and
there are ' chilling scenes
with Austrian actor Christoph Waltz who creates an
iconic screen villain in Col.
Landa.
Brad Pitt's backwoodsmoonshiner-turned-Armycommander is both funny
and effective dramatically.
German-born Diane Kru-

a

ger plays a Marlene Dietrich-like actress-turned-spy
who is brainy and fearless,
while Canadian Mike Myers' turn as a British general
is strangely effective.
Visually the :film is simply glorious, on par with
the director's best work.
Striking imagery takes us
to a pivotal point where revenge is unleashed.
The film swirls with unsettling undercurrents and
the .feeling of a dream that
starts out tethered to reality but morphs into something darkly disturbing.
Both emotionally satisfying and disturbingly gory,
"Inglourious Basterds" is
Tarantino in glorious form
as he takes on the Nazis.
But it is how you wish the
war had ended.
"Inglourious Basterds" is
stunning cinema in a surreal,
satisfying dream-like state.

AUGUST

Aquatic additions to the zoo
~

NICK BISHOP
Staff Writer

Until September 3D, the
St. Louis Zoo is hosting
Caribbean Cove, an interactive exhibit consisting of
a 17,000 gallon aquarium
that houses 34 stingrays.
The two different species
of stingrays, four southern
stingrays and 28 cow-nose
rays, are not dangerous:
Their stingers have been
filed back like you would
:file your fingernails or the
toenails of your dog or cat.
It is completely safe
and fun activity for anyone from small children to
adults to come and pet the
rays at the Caribbean Cove
inside the Zoo.
The interaction is sU:rprisingly intense, with these
sociable animals swimming
up to the visitors, curiously
inspecting them.
The stingrays are very
active, sometimes zooming
around the tank right past
your hands. Other times

the rays will float by you,
waiting to be touched.
These £.esty little creatures will sometimes splash
you with their fins, soaking you with a surprising
amount of water for such a
little anima!,
Being distant relatives to
sharks, one would expect
their skin to feel similar,
with a sandpaper texture.
They are soft and jelly bodies had very smooth skin.
Whether you expect to
touch them or not, every
person entering the exhibit
must wash and sanitize
their hands and arms up to
their elbows before entering the enclosure.
This is for sanitary reasons and to protect the rays
from any infectious germs
that we may be carrying on
our hands.
During certain times of
the day, if you are lucky,
you get the chance to feed
the stingrays.
The ray food conslsts

of tid bits of tiny fish and
shrimp, which costs about
$1.

The admission to the
Caribbean Cove at the St.
Louis Zoo is only $3 for
non-members and $1.50 for
members.
If you get to the Zoo
early that . day, the admission is free during the first
hour that the Zoo is open,
any day of the week.
Children two and under
are always free any time on
any day.
On your way out of
the enclosure, you walk
through a small gift and
souvenir shop where you
can purchase small knickknacks that are ray-related..
In addition to the gift
shop, there is also a small
restaurant stand where you
can purchase Caribbean
style food, md even beer
and margaritas!
Caribbean Cove is an
awesome place to go for
families, children, and even
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TRIG, from page 20

"Never Sing Again"
gives off more Sugarcult
vibes with drawn out instrumental parts and a melodic voice.
The lyrics for "Never
SIng Again" would have
been greatly improved
with a little (or a lot) more
variety but were not monotonously
distracting
_enough to take away from
the overall effect of the
song.
The acoustic "Tinted

Blue" ballad shows a soft- . strumentation.
Overall, A Clear Blurr
er, more mellow side of
the band that in the other is off to a good start with
eleven tracks of the album their music career and this
had been non-existent.
If they
second album.
Throw in more saccha- hope to hold our attenrine lyrics (Am I wrong tion for long, they will
once again! or will you need to find a more unique
be my dearest friend/I'll and mature style to give us
wake you up ten times a something to remember.
night! just to see if you're
After all, who wants to
alright.) and you basically be remembered as a high
have The Early N ovem- school band when they
ber's "1000 Times a Day" have the potential for
with more pronounced in- something greater?

~\\t ~\\t(~"t
\leeQS~OU.

Stop by our office
to apply now for
our Opinions Editor
position!
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DISTRICT, from page 18

Considering that the story hingeson \Vikus, it is to
the film's great advantage
that Copely brings the perfect touch to the character.
His Wikus is simple and
enthusiastic but not the
one-dimensional,
heartof-gold type used in lesser
films as a shortcut to empathy.
He is appealing, to be
sure, but he is guilty of a
certain level of bigotry towardS the aliens and he is
capable of indignation and
anger at moments.
Wikus soon finds his
fate intertwined with that
of ' Christopher Johnson,
a ke) prawn. The film
smartly routes most of its
sci-fi dialogue into subtitled
praw n-speak, which dampens its occasionally preposterous nature.
"District 9" is full of
political parallels that reference South Africa's tarnished racial history.

At its core, the film is
about Wikus's development into a person who can
deeply (very, very deeply)
empathize with the prawns
as legitimate people, so to
speak. This is not to say
that "District 9's" kinetic
trailers are false advertising.
There is action. in intensely satisfying shovelfuls. It looks great and is
well orchestrated without
the currently trendy overuse of the shaky-cam look.
Still, when it comes to
crunch time, it is hard for
any film to pull off a dynamite, violent conclusion
without tripping and falling over a cliche or two.
"District 9" is not innocent
of this but, like Wikus, it
is forgiven its few shortcomings because it is unfailingly wat chable, makes
most of the right chOIces,
and knows when it needs
to bring the thunder.

t:h£ ~UITrnt

BlU'RR, from page 20
TC: If you could pick
any artist or band for A
Clear Blurr to share
a concert bill with who
would it be?
ACB: "Definitely
Blink 182, not [just because of] the fact that
they draw like 50,000
people but theyr're just,
like, our biggest influences and, like, everyone grew up listening to
Blink 182. So if we could
play with them that
would be like insane."
TC: What is the main
goal for A Clear Blurr?
ACB: "I think every
band hopes to be famous. We want to belike
the biggest band in the
world if that is at all possible. But we [also] want
to make this our living ...
even though we know
there's like,no money in
the music indust.f}' anymore, we want to make
this our whole life.»

---T
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Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the
Editorial Board. Signed opinions articles reflect the
opinion of the author and not necessarily those of The Current.

Health care patch or shouting match?
Health care media coverage has been about as satisfying as health care itself
Legislation for healthcare reform is an important
topic that deserves serious
coverage by the national
media. Unfortunately, they
are failing to provide that
serious coverage. Instead,
there are too many overheated headlines and sensationalized stories that focus
on the antics of people who
are disrupting some town
hall meetings with legislators.
We do not intend to
take a position at this time
on the nuts-and-bolts of
health care reform, since
we live in a republic and
have elected officials to go
to Washington and take
care of this for us and it is
quite a complicated issue all
together.
How ver we w ould like
to see the national media
provide substantive coverage of the issues in play during the healthcare debate,
as opposed to just running
and re-running video clips
of people yelling at their

legislators.
Examples abound of
such coverage. In one video
clip, a news anchor declared
that "a firestorm erupted"
at a town hall meeting on
healthcare. Such dramatic
language to describe some
unhappy people rudely
yelling at a legislator is
not impressive. This type
of coverage provides too
much heat and not enough
light.
In another example, a
recent headline for an AP
story dated August 19,2009
informed that "Rep. Frank
Lashes out at Protestor for
Nazi Remark."
The video of the town
hall meeting with Representative Barney Frank
tells a different stor -. He
was certainly animated in
h is speech, but he never
wenr off the deep end even
w hen he wisecracked a
woman by likening conversation with her to 'talking
to a dining room table.'
Frank is well-known in

Washington for his acerbic
wit and such a crack from
him is no surprise. "Lashes
out" is simply not an accur_ate description of the ex-'
change that took place.
And one cannot help
but notice that this same
AP story spent around
300 words describing how
F rank "lashed out," and
how some of ,the crowd
shouted and booed during the meeting. At the
very end of the story are
these nine words: "Others at Tuesday's meeting
were more supportive of
reform."
Hopefully at some point
we will see more stories in
the national media with
more measured headlines,
perhaps focusing on how
a town hall meeting contained some reasonable discourse and civil questions.
Perhaps at the end of
such a story one might
find the words, "Others at
the meeting shouted and
booed."

This is what people have
been saying on our message
boards ...

"Every year, approximately
one llzillion people die by
suicide - one death every
two minutes. "

''/ am a strong believer in
the right to carry, not so
much because I think it will
prevent crimes, but because
it could s{lve lives in the
event a crime happens. "

--Kenneth, on "Suicide
prevention on campus."

--JP, on "New conceal
and carry law could seek to allow guns on campus." on the
suicide on campus.

"You might also check out
Shakespeare in the Park in
the spring!"
Erin on "Use attraction' factor
to explore St. Louis''''

Should we cut paper?
Today, we still abundantly have the nostalgic
luxury of writing on paper.
In class, we usually use
a pen and college-ruled
notebook paper; in our
dorms or apartments, we
write down lists of things
we need to do; we also
leave notes for our roommates specifying where
we've gone or what number we can be reached at.
But how much longer will
we have this incipiently
obsolete comfort?
For
lllstance,
will
Blackberries ever replace
the paper dail~'{ planner?
For many of us, sacrificing
the good old paper stationary for email is a given.
But there is still something wistful about writing
or receiving a h.mdwritten
letter on parchment paper, something that is not
so easy to delete.
With the advent of
email, more attention is
given to paper; in fact,
paper has now taken on
a more serious role, i.e.,
sending a resume, or an
illvltatlon.
Granted, now both can
be taken care of via e-mail,
however, depending on
the seriousness of the job
or event, one has to make
a careful decision as to go
. with paper or the internet.
Choosing the internet
over paper, however, appears to bethe exponential
choice of our generation.
Yet there is such a wide
variety of papers to choose
from: you have wide-rule,
newsprint, tracing paper,
construction paper, manila paper, poster bo~rd,
computer printer paper,
tissue paper, hand-made
paper, wax paper, and of
course, post-Its.

Opting for paper now
and then can take you
back to neighborhood
parties revolving around
a swing set and mud pies.
Typing on a computer
can become tedious after
a while, but before we
know it, everything will
be computerized for good,
even our post-it reminders.
After all, we already
have the choice of computerized grocery lists and
holiday greeting cards.
The main differences
are that we cannot hold
e-greetings and we cannot
sign our names on them.
The fact that we can't
hold on to things like email and e-greetings (unless we want our computers to collapse after
hostage-ing 4762 e-mails),
leads us to live more in the
present seeing as how we
can't file through our paSt
as much.
Paper and the action of
writing on paper can be so
fascinating sometimes.
It is like snowflakes; no
single human being's hand
writing is like another's,
whereas Times New Roman is a steadfast style
that one can achieve with
the flick of a power button.
Before you know it,
much like "Brave New
World, " we will be living
in a Times New Roman
world, or perhaps we already do, and it is just a
parallel universe between
the old world and the
brave hyper-new one.
There is a good side
to the dawning of new-age
technology: not as many
trees will have to be cut
down.
Simultaneously,
paper is .easy to recycle,
and computers usually

end up in the land-fill next
to everything else that requires electricity.
So really either way
you look at the situation
at hand, choosing one over
the - other is environmentally arguable, especially
seeing as how using paper
is still inevitable today.
It would be interesting
to hear scientists give a
projected year as to when
paper will no longer be
around or turn into a rarity.
Perhaps someday in
the future, hand writing
will be a course taught in
colleges, similar to major-·
ing in archaeology or Sanskrit, due to its antiquiry.
Professors will hand
students <l pencil for the
first time, teach them how
to sharpen it, and begin
with hand exercises; then
move to grip application
and finally , pencil mOtions upon the paper and
letter translation.
Typing at a computer
all day can be a cumbersome duty, however, if
we must eventually accept
this technology for our
daily written tasks, then
can we at least have a freedom of font?

AUGUST 24, 2009
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( a (ellor'sdonation b ilds U S inneties ESLopportunities
~

NICK BISHOP
Staff Writer

When I heard that the
Chancellor, Tom George,
and his w ife, Barbara
Harbach, were donating
$2,000,000 to the University of Missouri-St. Louis,
I w as very intrigued.
During a time of a recessiire economy he and
his w ife are offering our
universi an opportunit
t
enhan e the academic
enVironment on campus.
In addition to his .donation, the Chancellor is
heading the largest fundraising campaign that l.!1vlSt. Louis has ever seen.
He is an example to other
potential donors that he is
serious about his fundrais.
.
lllg campaIgn.
This donation shows
that the Chancellor really

cares about our uni: ersity,
and has high hopes for our
students.
The donation was specifically gi' en to the ~fom
en in the Arts initiative
w hich height.s the awareness ·of women in the arts,
and understanding their
historical
achievements
throughout time.
The College of Fine
A rts and Communication,
the depan mental reLipi nt
of the donation, plan on
using the mone n ot nly
fo r omen but also men
studying in the department.
The donation is surprising, and also inspiring. If
the ' Chancellor belie, es in
the campus so much that
he will donate millions
to campus, maybe other
donors will also seriously
think about donating as

well.
I think that education
is a very vital part of any
society, even in times like
these when our country is
having trouble.
1tlay be education IS
even more important in
times like this, " rhen moner can be scarce.
Continuing your education has its advantages,
including putring off your
student loans and investing -our time for -our
future.
The fact is that Tom
George and his wife slave
of music and the art was
a major reasoning for their
don,ltion's direction.
I hope that the donation that they have given
to campus does indeed
inspire more funding to
other areas of the campus.
With UM-St. Louis be-

on campus abound
~

mg one of the be small
research uniVerSItieS in
the nation funding in the
areas of cientific research
and de elopment would
be ery beneficial to not
only maintaining our reputation, but po ibly exceeding it.
Read more online at
www.thecurrentonline.
com

UMSlS radio station shouldn't be taken for granted
~

AFTON ANDERSON
Staff Writer

I love listening to radio
stations in general, and
my being a student here
does not bias my critique.
There are some things at
UM-St. Louis that are not
good.
The U is not one of
them. Real radio strikes a
balance between independent artists and what's hot.
The U is a really great
radio station.
It is a non-commercial
station, which is nice because there are no breaks
in the music. It runs 24
hours a day, seven days a ·
week and also broadcasts
via their website, www.
umslradio.com.
I must say that I · am
highly entertained by the
U when 1'm lounging
around in the MSC doing

absolutely nothIDg while
I wait for my next class to

start.
One of the things I love
the most about the U is
that it is very welcoming
to new D J s and all kinds
of people. Their DJs do
not have to be communications or media studies
maJorsAny person that wants
to be a DJ can do so. I
love the freedom the DJs
are given to structure their
own show.
Of course, the FCC has
its rules on what can be
played and said on the radio as well as the fines for
violating them, but that
doesn't have anything to
do with the radio station.
I remember last semester, there was an incident
where one of the DJs was
saying some pretty derogatory,things on air. He hol-

Ie red, "what about my free
speech?'" on his little soapbox in protest to him getting fired. Yes you have
free speech rights, but not
on the radio. Duh.
The U does not have
any restrictions on what
can be said except for those
provided by the FCC and
of course bashing the
school, its faculty, etc.
Many schools, even
some ill our University
system,
are
fortunate
enough to not be told
what to do and s-ay.
The other plus of The
U radio station is that
their music is awesome! It
is not like other radio stations that only play one
genre of music.
I love all different types
of music. Some of my
personal favorites include
Nelly Furtado, Shakira,
Red Hot Chili Peppers,

DAPHN E DRO HOBYZCER
Staff Writer

Lupe Fiasco, Chrisette Michelle, Shania Twain and
Green Day.
I find the U very satisfying to all my musical
t.astes. I have also been
invited to on air debates
about everything from
dating to campus living.
I was a student at both
Saint Lows University and
Mizzou before coming to
UM-St. Lows.
When I lived in Columbia, Lincoln University in
Jefferson City, Columbia
College, and Mizzou all
had radio stations arid I
listed to all of them. I also
listened. to the radio station Missouri S&T broadcasts via their website.
They all failed in comparison to the diversity of
music played at The U.
Read more online at
www.thecurrentonline.com

If you are an international student or faculty member, i.t is important to be
aware of what the English
as a Se ond L nguage (ESL)
program has to offer.
It has done a sup rb job
at trallllilg international
stud nts with proper English.
T here aI-e many students
at UM-St. Louis, and 1,000
of them are international.
As m ost k now, there is an
ESL depart men t located in
Clark Hall.
Much of the depanment's progress is due in
part to Denise Mussman,
Associate Teaching professor and ESL coordinator, as
well as other teachers and
tutors.
The student body is
mainly made up of Asians,
Arabs, and Latinos, with
students
from
Europe
(France, Serbia, Switzerland) thrown into the mix.
Students use the wealth
of resources of the ESL department, such as tl?e language labs and the classes
for improving their own
English.
They also partiCipate
in conversation clubs to
strengthen their own grasp
of American English, especially when dealing with
such things as idioms or
slang.
Practicing the nuances
of English versus American
English is very imponant
to assimilate through language.
For conversation clubs,
students of one nationality
may crowd into a room, or
find a spot in The Nosh.
There they can eat a

slice of pizza or have a tuna
sandwich at the same time
the are exploring the Eng1i h language.
It is usually lasts 1-2
hours and is a supplement
to the cla ses they take, explaining to them grammar,
comma usage, apostrophe
usage
other grammatical S) mbols and sentence
struc.r ure.
imp ortant
Another
place for international students to become comfortable with is the Writing
Lab in 409 SSB.
The ESL department
also works with international professors.
They hold a seminar for
international faculty for
them to get together and
discuss hot topics.
UM-St.Louis has had international scholars from
around the globe - from
China and Korea to Italy
and Greece.
UM-St. Louis competes
with schools of higher tiers
when taking into consideration the sheer numbers of
international students and
faculty.
From year to year, there
are waves of students from
Japan, Botswana, or Saudi
Arabia.
It is hard to predict what
the next wave will be, but
when this happens, ' more
teachers and tutor help is
needed for the particular
wave.
This means that there
should be more tutoring,
both paid and volunteer,
for the ESL department.
If you know another
language, or multiple other
languages, e-mail Denise
Mussman and show your
interest.
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Gays targeted in ongoing wave of murder and atrocities in Iraq
~

NICK BISHOP
Staff Writer

Over the last few
months, there has been a
strong anti-gay movement
in Iraq that has lead to the
torture and death of hundreds of accused gay men.
Many doctors
have
claimed that the number is not verifiable due
to the "hush-hush" manner of speaking about this
"shameful" behavior in
their country.
The release of a Y ouTube video showing gay
men dancing at an underground gay nightclub is
what sparked the giant war
against homosexuals in this
regIOn.
The vast majority of
these cases do not go
through formal channels
that include judgment
through the judicial sys-

tern.

There are situations
where the violent punishments are performed on
the spot.
Starting in 2004, militias
have started the search for
these "violators" of the Islamic moral code.
However, these murders had reached their peak
about 6 months ago.
Before the U.S. occupation in Iraq, there were no
laws banning homosexuality in Iraq.
After the occupation,
, the former codes of law
from 1969 were imposed,
anachronistically changing
their laws back to an obsolete system.
Even the Iraqi Army
milit.ia, which had been under the supervision of our
own U.S. government, has
began their participation in
these horrible crimes clairn-

ing that they are trying to
fight against the feminization of the Iraqi men.
The horrible punishmentS that have been performed on these innocent
men have included vile acts
that are undoubtedly major
human rights violations.
One Iraqi man mentions
how he was attacked by
militia members and held
down as one of the members shot glue up into his
anal cavity.
Some men haye been
killed by their own families
due to the shame that their
sexual orientation brought
on to their family.
One family who killed
a relative wanted to burn
him alive or stone him to
death.
Other acts included acid
being thrown on to their
skin and another man's
wrists were slashed.

These
unspeakable
atrocmes are happening
today, where gay marriage
is legal in many countries
around the world..
However, in many Middle Eastern countries, it is
illegal to "practice" homosexuality.
In many of these counties, the punishment is
death.
The majority of the
world turns a blind eye to
these attacks.
In 2005, two young Iranian men were deponed
back to their native country from the United Kingdom.
The UK claims to offer
asylum to gay, lesbian, bise:x-ual, and trans gender individuals, but it is obvious
that they do not live up to
their word.
I believe that these
young men, one the age of

18 and another under the
age of 18, were deported
due to the fear of a large
influx of GLBT individuals
seeking refugee status under their supposed law.
Remember that even
when you are traveling inside of Muslim countries,
you must abide by their
laws.
In theory, a gay American couple could be hung
in the city center oJ some
of these Nluslim countries
just because of holding
hands or kissing each other
in an airpon during a lay"
over between flights. to another part of the world.
I feel the world has not
been paying enough attention to this war on homosexuality.
It is costing a large
amount of young gay men
their lives.
I believe countries like

the UK who willingly
send people to their deaths
should reconsider their morality.
I hope that if the day
ever comes where the
United States has to make
a decision like the United
Kingdom, that we make
the right one.
Doing so will saving the
lives of innocent victims of
such eA."treme, unjust~ and
unfathomable terror.

Campus psychological services
~

NICK BISHOP
Staff Writer

The U niv rsity of Missouri St. Louis holds a variety of psychological clinics tho t offer assistance to
-St. Louis students in
addition to people in the

-Want your voice heard?
Send a letter to t e editor.
thecurrentti -s@umsl.edu

on
campus offer superb mental heal h sel ic
and
some are the be t in the
city for their specialty area.
Each of our psychological
centers on campus caters
to a specific niche in the
psychological community.
Depending on the problem
you have or service you
need, there is a place on
CanlPUS that can offer you
or a person you know the
psychological services they
reqUIre.
The Student Counseling
Services (SCS), offered in
the Student Health Center
in the Millennium Student
Center, is the spot on cam-

pus to seek help with stress
students. are experiencing
due to difficulties that are
related to life stressors of
an
University student.
Some of these include stre <;
because of your academics,
relationship pro blems, life
adjustments, Or any kind
of emotional distress that is
pan: of this phase of dey 1opment for an univers'ty
student.
The best thing about the
SCS is th .t they offer 10'"
ost services to students of
UM-St. Louis.
Their area of expertise
is dealing specifically with
college students who are
in need of psychological
services; however, SCS
only takes clients that are
students, faculty, or staff at
UM-St. Louis .
. For those who are not
directly related to UM-St.
. Louis, the COrnrlluu{ty
Psychological
Services
(CPS), located in. Stadler
Hall, is a co~munity based

program that offers assistance to an}rone that is part
of the community in addition to UM -S1. Louis affiliated individuals.
They alsQ offer high
quality, low cost psychotherap (on a sliding scale
depending on your income) to adults, children
and familie in the community. In addition to the psychotherapy, they Iso offer
some of the best, high quality psychological assessment in the metro region,
receiving referrals from all
over the St. Louis region.
The Children s Advocacy Center (CAC) on South
Campus is the leader in
'treatment for children who
have experienced trauma.
The specific and . comprehensive services offered by
the CA C are rare to find at
any UlllverSlty.

Read more online at
www.thecurrentonline.com
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NOM means no

Senators throw in their two cents ,o n health care

~

AMY BELLM

wrongfully educate United
States citizens after the
"There's a storm gather- Proposition 8 ordeal in
ing. The clouds are dark, California. Theinformaand the winds are strong. cion given:, and the stories
And I am afraid. Some told were not true.
who advocate for same-sex
Actors were given lines
marriage have taken the to repeat on camera to reissue far beyond same-sex ceive a paycheck at the end
couples ... "
of the day. The ad was full
If you have had the of open-ended and closedchance to view the Nation- minded statements.
al Organization for MarFor example, one womriage's "Gathering Storm" an claimed to be a "Cali, commercial, you might fornia doctor who had to
:find the group's name mis- choose between my faith
and her job." What decileading.
Apparently, NOM has sion needs to be made.? As
a problem . with a certain a doctor, you give an oath
kind of marriage: same- to aid and assist life. At
sex marriage. Now, if a what point in your life of
group's name states they faith must you decide beare "for" marriage, it would ("ween that faith and your
seem strange to discrimi- job?
Last time I checked, aidnate against one particular
ing and assisting life are
kind.
Maybe the name should trademarks of both her
be changed to National faith and her career. FurOrganization against Same- thermore, what does an
Sex Marriage, but NOM is individual's medical career
probably a more efficient have to do with same-sex
acronym.
marriage? Other actors in
NOM was started in the ad were also a bit over
2007 "in response to the the top and forced.
A woman claimed to
growing need for an organized opposition to .same- be "a New Jersey parent
sex marriage in state legis- helplessly watching public
schools teach my son that
latures."
A brief history of same- gay marriage is ok."
Why would a public
sex marriage rights until
2007 goes a little something school, one comprised of
like this: Massachusetts al- students from various backlows same-sex marriage in grounds, religions, races,
2004, a few other states al- and economic classes teach
low domestic partnerships/ tolerance and understandcivil unions, and a couple ing of differences? Actual
.
.
states recogru.ze marnages situations used in the ad
performed in Massachu- . were also falsified. A man
setts as officiaL Obviously, claims to be a member of a
there was a need for orga- church group that is punnized opposition to one ished by the government
state allowing marriage for for excluding gays.
all.
Read more online at
The "Gathering Storm"
ad was propaganda used to www.thecurrentonline.(om
Staff Writer

~

SOFI SECK

floor statement on July
23rd, including the procPresident
Obama's
lamation, saying,
push for change in the.
"The proposed health
health care system is one insuTance
reform
bill
of the hottest topics in the 'builds upon what works
United States.
and fixes what's broken.
The reform was pro- My constituents strongly
posed to attempt a control want, need, and deserve
in health care costs while a more stable and secure
maintaining high quality health care system, and
that's what we need to
services for all Americans.
Of course, opinions on fight to do."
Senator Roland Burris
the plan vary between politicians within the White gave a statement that sym-House and within the lo- pathized with Americans
cal politicians of Missouri who cannot afford, or can
and illinois.
barely afford healthcare.
Russ Carnahan: AcHe also sympathized
cording to Congressman with healthcare profesRuss Carnahan's official sionals who are constantly
web sites blog (http:// required to tUTU those in
carnahan.house. gov / ), need away.
Burris concurs with
Carnahan fully supports
the Health Care Reform, President Obama in that,
stating, ~e can't fix our "'Our co~try needs insureconomy without fixing ance reform that will hold
insurers accountable."
health care."
However, Burris states,
Carnahan also made a
Photo Editor

"To accomplish our goals,
reform must include a
public option".
Our own Senator Claire
McCaskill also agrees and
is in support of the reform.
Nevertheless, she holds
concerns about the plan's
high cost.
On the other hand, conservatives seem to hold
more judgment on the
plan, a position they have
held for years.
In example, Congressman Todd Akin's press
secretary, Steve Taylor,
says that Akin does not
support the health care
system changes as of now.
Akin agrees with a couple of aspects of the plan.
His biggest concerns ,lie
within public options and
maintaining the relationship between doctor and
patient.
Most seem to at least be
III agreement that better

health care in the United
States is necessary.
Still,
controversy
among White House Senators and Representatives
(at least, of 11issouri and
illinois) still prevail.
The main question relates to the ideals of public
opinion, affordability of
healthcare, and the boggling amount of money
proposed to make these actions occur.

SCIENCE COLUMN

Should health care be treated like car insurance?
~

CATE MARQUIS
A&E Editor

In a democracy" it is
right that we should have
a vigorous public debate if
we are making significant
changes to our health care
system.
Health care is a topic
that touches all of us.
Public debate means both
sides get to speak, not that
one slice of the p~blic gets
to shout down all other
VOlCes.

The media have focused
on loud protesters at town
hall meetings to discuss
health care by people
who disrupt the meetings,
refuse to discuss the issue and make inaccurate

claims about the health
care bills in Congress.
What is not reported
are the majority of citizen
participants who wish to
reasonably and politely
di.scuss the changes.
The other unreported
fact is that there is another group of angry, upset
citizens protesting at these
meetings.
This ' group supports a
sin-gle-payer health care
system who are presenting
their view in a less disrupt! ve manner.
By focusing on only
those disrupting meetings,
the media gives the impresSIOn both that the loud
ones are the only group
unhappy with proposed

changes and also that they
are the majority of people
at these town hall meetings. Neither is true.
There 1S a three-sided
debate: those opposed to
any change, those that support a single-payer solution, and those in-between
or undecided simply wanting to ask questions and
discuss.
Much has been made of
recent polls showing declining support for President Obama's health insurance reform plans.
The political right especially has seized on this.
However it has been little noted that those dissatisfied with the health care
plan also include those

Read more online at
www.thecurrentonline.
com
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Classified ads are free for students, faculty and staff. Other rates vary. To
place an ad, please send your ad (40 words or less), your name, and student
or employee number to thecurrent@umsl.edu, or call 516-5316.

c '. IE
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Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your announcements, induding legal announcements, wedding announcements, lost & found items, and
much more. Call 314-516-5316 to place your ad today!

_ )0 T
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t

Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your transportation needs, indudi.ng ads selling cars, trucks, vans, campers, boats, trailers, motorcycles and
more. Call 314-516-5316 to place your ad today!

First-time Home uyer sax- re
gets you in a 2
-bed, 1 bath house for under $400 a month. 1.5 miles
from UMSL. Nice neighborhood; $'59.9K . . - .If'

"' 0
sodate - Special Education.t'i he Center for Adolescent·"R.e~earch at the
University of Mo-Columbia seeks a full-time or part-time research associate to participate
in research activities in st. Louis area high schools. For Job description go to: http://hrs.
missouri.edulfind-a-job/academiciposition/0900941
GradersfTufor s Wanted
A west county Mathematics and Reading learning center is hiring part-time graders/tutors
helping children ages 3 to 15. We offer flexible schedule, fun and rewarding working environment. Interested candidates please call 636-537-5522.
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your employment
needs, including help wanted, sales positions, office positions, internships, child care wanted,
~nd much more. Call 31.4-516-5316 or you can e-mailthecurrent@umsl.edu to plac~ your ad
today!
.

SALE

400 F

Your classified-ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your selling
needs, includirtgtextbooks, clothes, pets, computers and much more! If you need to sell it, sell
it here! Call 31 it-516-5316 or e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your ad today!

,
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for people advertising
services, including home and lawn care, business services, roofing, siding, cleaning, tutoring,
and much more. (all 314-516-5316 or you can e-m~il thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your ad
today!
.

Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for people advertising
rentals., including apartments, houses for rent, roommates, those looking to rent, and much
more. Call 314-516-5316 or e-mail thecurrent@~msJ.edu to place your ad today!

Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for most anything at
all. If your classified doesn't fit into the above categories, simply request an ad in the Miscellaneous Section. Some restrictions may apply. Call 314-516-5316 or e-mail thecurrent@umsl.
edu to piace your ad today!

·Call Judy at

3 ~ 4 . 518-5754

or Doug at 314. ~~r'< -

dwa-Jlacei"¢@ho tm ail.cor'A-. Also-go-to

Berg was a gifted writer
and actress who demanded
. perfection and had a taste
for stylish clothes and fine
furniture, as the film shows
us.
The film ex:plores Berg's
own family story as well.
Born Tilly Edelstein in
New York City in 1898
to immigrant parents, her
family story mirrored the
early twentieth century era
of immigrants to America.
She married young, to a
B-ritish Jewish immigran t
who was the chemical engineer who invented instant
coffee. She started developmg her writing skills as a
girl -at the Catskills resort

YOO HOO, from page 19
her parents ran.
The documentary tells
the tale of not only Berg as
a person and her much-beloved radio and TV show,
but of the changing times
in which she lived and
worked,
The radio version of
the show debuted with
the 1929 stock market
crash that ended the freewheeling times of the Roaring Twenties and ushered
in the Great Depression.
The wildly popular radio
show about a working class
Jewish family was a hit
throughout the 1930s, even
as the Nazis rose to power.
In the' 40s, the show leaped

to TV as the new medium
was born.
But as t~e nation changed
in the po~-war years with
the Red Scare and move to
suburbia , ~hin.g~ changed
for Berg and_her show.
All in ali, this thoroughly enjoyable and informative film is a must-:-see for
anyone interested in history or pop culture, as well
as the story of a unique, talented person whose name
and work we should all
know.
"Y00 Hoo, Mrs Goldberg" opens_Friday, August
28, at Plaza Frontenac Cinema.

STDS, from page 17
More common in women, the complications can
include infertility, and pelvic inflammatory disease.
Another important fact is
that when infected with
chlamydia, women are five
times more likely to be
infected with HIV when
exposed according to the
CDC. The complications
in men are less common,
and can range from fever,
pain, and rarely, sterility.
There are . two types of
sexually transmitted diseases: bacterial and viral. The
bacterial infections, like

gonorrhea and chlamydia,
are curable by taking medications. However, the sexually transmitted infections
that are caused by a virus,
such as HIV and herpes, are
not curable.
These viral infections are
treatable.
There are certain treatments that can minimize or
relieve symptoms, according to the St. Louis County
Department of Health.
The viruses remain in the
body for an individual's entire life and will always be
infectious to other people

who come in contact with
an infected individual because of their chronic, lifelong infection.
Se:x:ually transmitted diseases can be passed on by a
variety of sexual activity,
including anal, vaginal and
even oral sex:.
There are free screenings
for the five reportable types
of sexually transmitted infectious diseases by the St.
Louis County Department
of Health.
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mics & P
Morgor,et & Hooray by Cody Perkins

II

By: paul M~ire

... And now that
school was in '
full swing, the
young banana
knew that he
would be able
1

I

' I to live out his
. . dreams ...
I
by Chris Stewart & Anna Marie Curran

Things to look forward to in the Fall Semester

ACROSS
1. Ben - ' coming to aPagent
near you.
4. We get afull week off to stuff
ourselves.
5. Fall sport coming to aliving room
near you.
10. This MTV hosted campus romp
is soon.
11. Kings of _ _, coming to a
Scott Trade Center near you.
11. Kiner Showtime series begins its
fourth season Soofl.
14. This tasty holiday was established
by Abraham Lincoln
IS. Coming to acampus newspaper
near you, the best way to catch the
latest movies.
16. The Current looks forward to
receiving angry letters to the editor
complaining about this annual PiI'ot
House bash.

DOWN
2. _ _ Island, Scorceses' latest
movie
3. The best sober excuse to dress up.
5. Upcoming festival including Neil
Young and Dave Matthews at the
Amphitheater. .
6. _ Tomlin, Actress and comedian com!ng to the Touhill
7. Annual "college prom"
8. canadian beat-era band. Last
name.
9. Another national win could be in
the...cards for us.
13. UMSL's hot rivalry with this school
in sorreL
15. This band's follow up to "Black
Holes and Revelations".

by Gene Doyel
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** (Medium)
by Jessica Keil

IT Gemini
.(May 21 - June 21)
Don't tamp down your ambitions; you might be surprised at
where they take you.

~ cancer
(June 22 - July 22)
You might feel anxious, but
don't worry. You'll handle difficulties with your typical grace.

cy' Aries .
(March 20 - April 19)
This week may have changes
in store for your finances, so be
careful of excessive spending.

t) Taurus
(April 20 - May 20)
If something's bothering you,
don't keep it to yourself. Others
appreciate your candidness.

62. Leo
(July 23 - Aug. 23)
Keep your eyes open for opportunities in the near future, and
be ready for pnything.

..C1. Libra
ll} Virgo
. (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23) .
(Aug. 24 - Sept. 22)
Things that have been troubling Be bold this week, and don't
you will fade away as an excitbe afraid to stand out. Now's a
ing new project nears.
great time to get noticed.

Scorpio
(Oct. 24 - Nov. 22)
Your evasiveness may be frustrating those close to you, so try
to open up a little this week.

X' Sagittarius
(Nov. 23 - Dec. 21)
The next few days may be rough
going, but persevere and you'll
come out on top.

'v.P Capricorn

}{ Pisces
(Feb. 19 - March 19)
Shake up your routine a little bit.
Pick up a hobby or go somewhere you've never been before.

(Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)
Don't worry about relying on
friends more than usual now,
just return the favor when .able.

~

Aquarius
(Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)
Try to put aside a littl'e time for
fun this week, and be open to
spontaneity and new ideas.

m.

Find the original meaning of the message below.
Each letter shown stands for another letter. Break
the code for the letter A, you will have all of the
As in the message, and so on . (Hint: Q==H)

MCPIOHDVS FXAPVPTD JHO
IPTPXMD, FHOTPDOAS EOTJMDO
VQO DVJZOD JHO DX DUJAA
The first student, faculty or staff member to bring
the solution (along with who said it) to
The Currenfs office will receive
a free Current T-shirt!
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Your weekly calendar of campus events. UWhat's Current" is a
free service for student organizations. Deadline for submissions is
5 p.m. the Thursday before publication. Priority is given to student
organizations; first-come, first-serv,ed. listings may be edited for
length and style. E-mail eventlistingstothecurrent@umsJ.edu.No
phone submissions. All listings use 516 prefixes unless noted.

Provincial House Dining Hall Reopens to the Campus for Lunch. Provincial House Dining
hall will Reopen to the campus for lunch on Monday, August 24 from 11 am - 2pm in ?rovincial
House Dining hall. For more information, please call ext. 5242.
The Write Stuff: Public Relations Writing. This noncredit course at the University of Missouri-St. Louis introduces the process of planning, producing, and evaluating public relations
messages on August 24, 20095 :30 PM to 8:15 PM, University of Missouri-St. Louis, 300 Clark
Hall.Cost $199, for more information contact Ashley Paterson at 5974.
St. Louis Community Jazz Ensemble. If you playa musical instrument and are passionate
about jazz, here's an opportunity to play under the direction of jazz musician and big band
director Jim Widner on August 24, 2009 7:30 PM to 10:00 PM in 150 Villa, One University
Blvd. Call (314) 516-4235 for an audition today. For more information contact Stephen Smith
at 5948.

Blood Drive. Help save a Hfe by donating blood. A donor can save up to three lives each time
they donate. Please eat prior to giving blood. A photo id is required to donate. August 25,2009
10:00 AM to 2:00 PM at Century Rooms B & C, Millennium Student Center. For more information contact D'Andre Braddix at 5205.

Life after college commences...

IC Short Course - MyGateway/Studentmail Orientation. This course is designed to help
you better understand what the University of Missouri - 5t. Louis has to offer to each student
Topics will include: Log in information, password security, available computer applications,
student email, digital drop box features, discussion boards, how to attach a file to an email,
how to help prevent vi rues or spyware from attacking your computer, available help dasses,
etc. August 25,20092:00 PM to 3:00 PM at S5B1 02.

Students and their friends and family gathered at the Mark Twain Gym for summer commencement on Aug. 8. Chancellor Tom George was this year's speaker at the ceremony which included
both undergraduate and graduate students.
.

Starting a Small Business: Get an overview of the critical first steps of starting a business:
assess your strengths and weaknesses in terms of business ownership; learn the importance
of planning; discuss legal and regulatory requirements; and identify sources of funding. August
28,2009 1:00 PM to 4:00 PM in J.C Penney Conference Center, One University Blvd. Cost $40.
For more information contact Alan Hauff at 6121

Missouri Folk Art. Listen and watch as Missouri folk artists demonstrate their art in this noncredit course at the University of Missouri-St. Louis that introduces folklore as a field of study.
August 26, 2009 4:00 PM to 6:30 PM in 131 Social Sciences & Business Building. Cost $160.
For more information contact Ashley Paterson at 5974.

IC Short Course - MyGateway/Studentmail Orientation. This course is designed to help
you better understand what the University of Missouri - S1. Louis has to offer to each student.
Topics will include: Log in information, password security, available computer applications,
student email, digital drop box features, discussion boards, how to attach a file to an email,
how to help prevent vi rues or spyware from attacking your computer, available help classes,
. etc. August 25,20092:00 PM to 3:00 PM at 5SB1 02.
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IC Short Course - MyGateway/Studentmail Orientation: This course is designed to help
you better understand what the University of Missouri - S1. Louis has to offer to each student.
Topics will include: Log in information, password security, available computer application~
student email, digital drop box features, discussion boards, how to attach a file to an email\,
how to help prevent virues or spyware from attacking your computer, available help classes,
etc. August 25,20092:00 PM to 3:00 PM at 558102.
5GA: Student Government Association meeting at 12:30 PM in SGA chambers.
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Peer Academic Leaders (PALs) Program. PAls prepares undergraduate students for their
work on campus by introducing them to instructional strategies and key campus policies and
procedures. Open to all employed as peer tutors, peer advisors, student assistants, lab assistants, supplemental instruction leaders, or in roles where students have instructional responsibilities with peers. August 27, 2009 2:00 PM to 4:00 PM ~t 126 J.c. Penney Conference Center.
For more information contact Peggy Cohen at 4508.
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Sunday Mass: We aren't "morning people" either! Come to our evening Mass to reflect about
the week up ahead. Music and Readings are prepared by young adults, and we would love to
see you there. If you want to participate in choir, please arrive at 7:30pm on Sunday to practice.
All students, staff, and faculty are invited to attend. Refreshments to follow after every Mass.
August 30, 2009 8:00 PM to 9:00 PM in Provincial House Chapel. For more information contact
Liz Detwiler at 314-385-3455.
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